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Question
on ballot
changed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The question that will be posed
to voters on the Nov. 7 ballot
on whether to abolish the Railroad Commission has been
changed.
The attorney general's office
changed the wording of the
question after realizing that the
2000 legislative session also
enacted a bill to transfer the
duties of the commission if the
amendment is approved.
The original question framed
by the attorney general's office
included a lengthy recitation of
allowing the incumbent commissioners and the commission to remain in existence
until some future time when
the legislature acted.
If the amendment passes,
legislation directs that its duties
be transferred to the Transportation Cabinet.
So instead of the original
58-word question, voters will
answer only the following:
"Are you in favor of amending the constitution to abolish
the Railroad Commission and
transfer its duties to another
state agency?"
The change was made in
time for the Board of Elections
to notify county clerks before
ballots were printed, elections
director Mary Sue Helm said
this week.
The only other constitutional amendment on the ballot
this year is a proposal to begin
annual sessions of the General Assembly.

Search for
education
head may
be near end
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The search for a new Kentucky education commissioner
may be near an end.
The Kentucky Board of Education on Tuesday decided to
interview finalists for the job
on Aug. 29. It was unclear
when a selection would be
made.
Jane Adams Venters, a Somerset attorney who heads the
board's four-person search committee, said the candidates are
a diverse group in terms of
race, gender and geography.
The search committee has
been screening potential candidates with the help of an
executive search firm.
Helen Mountjoy, who is chairwoman of the state board but
not part of the search committee, said the board's criteria for candidates included
national
about
knowledge
school reform generally and
Kentucky's decade-long school
reform effort in particular.
Many Kentuckians would be
surprised by the number of
educators who know about the
Education
Kentucky
1990
Reform Act, Mountjoy, of Utica,
told reporters. "It truly has been
followed by educators in every
state," she said.

Students surpass averages on test
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
City and county school officials
are happy with a preliminary report
showing their students scored above
the state and national averages on
a national basic skills test used to
compare students between states.
In some cases, local students
scored well above their peers on
the Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills.

Murray Middle School sixthgraders posted a total battery score
in the 79th percentile based on
tests given to this past spring in
reading, language arts and math.
The score was a seven-spot jump
from last year and well above the
50 national average and 52 state
average for middle schoolers.
Ninth-graders at Murray High
School scored in the 74th percentile.
The state average was 49.

Those scores prompted cheers
from teachers and staff Tuesday
afternoon when Superintendent
W.A. Franklin read the results during the system's opening day meeting, said Dr. Bob Lewis, the assistant superintendent for curriculum
and instruction in the Murray school
system.
"It was sincere applause for a
job well done," Lewis said.
In the Calloway County School

System, North Elementary posted
a 71st percentile score ((up seven
from last year), which included a
10-percentile improvement by their
third-graders in reading (62 to 72).
"We're really pleased with the
scores out in North," said Ronnie
Walker, the assistant superintendent of instruction in the county
school system.
East Elementary had double-digit
gains in two areas - math (46 to

57) and reading (48 to 58). Students there also had a six-percentile gain in language (53 to
59), helping them bump up their
total battery score nine percentiles
from last year's 50.
"We've been working very hard,"
said East Principal Patsy Whitesell. The school district has worked
for three years not only fine-tun-

• See Page 2

Annual picnic to
feature Jackson
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Even with the lack of a statewide
race on this year's November ballot,
State Sen. Bob Jackson could not be
more thrilled about this weekend's
Fancy Farm picnic.
Jackson will serve as emcee for the
political portion of this year's picnic,
which will celebrate its 120th year
when festivities kick off at 7 a.m. Friday morning.
"It's a wonderful honor," Jackson
said of being chosen as this year's
emcee. "This is the 120th, so it's a
special year. It's also a very big political year.The picnic will be held at St. Jerome
Catholic Church in Fancy Farm on Highway 80. Friday's events, which include
a fish fry and a 5K picnic eve run,
will begin at 7 a.m.
The real lure of the picnic, though,
will come Saturday. Picnic events will
begin at 9 a.m., with political speakers making their way to the podium
at 2 p.m. A 2000 Buick Century will
be given away at 11 p.m.
For the last 50 or so years, politicians have taken advantage of the
gathered crowd to press the flesh, try
out their oratory, see and be seen. It
has become the traditional beginning

to the fall campaign season, even if
it takes place in the sweltering heat
of August in the Jackson Purchase.
"There'll probably be a lot of hot
air blowing around as well," Jackson
joked.
With no statewide races on the ballot, the featured contest will be the
1st District congressional campaign
between incumbent Republican Ed
Whitfield and Democratic ckillenger
Brian Roy.
"Maybe a little shorter and sweeter than sometimes. But that would be
all right too, wouldn't it?" Said Mary
Vernon Goatley, for years the short
and sweet lady who has cared for the
politicians who venture onto the stage
behind St. Jerome Catholic Church.
Republican Mitch McConnell will
lead the GOP side of the aisle, which
is literally the case on the speaker's
stand. McConnell will likely make his
pitch on behalf of GOP presidential
nominee George W. Bush.
Democratic candidate Al Gore's
stand-in is undetermined, but it could
be Gov. Paul Patton.
"Sometimes it's the 11th hour when
we find out someone is coming," Jackson said. ,"It could be as late as Fri-

• See Page 2

Residents may be
owed money from
unclaimed property
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Some residents in Calloway County are owed nearly $90,000. The challenge: Many of the folks involved
don't know about the money.
Kentucky Treasurer Jonathan Miller
is on a mission to find them.
This week, Miller is bringing his
"Kentucky's Most Wanted Program"
to Murray and the Purchase to find
people owed money through the state's
unclaimed property program.
The program - administered by the
Treasurer's office - has about $40 million in money and assets owed to taxpayers.
Miller will be discussing the initiative
during a visit to Calloway County
Aug. 3. He will be at Calloway Coun
ty Judge/Executive Larry Elkins' office

at 10:30 a.m. and will address the Rotary
Club at 11:30 a.m.
"'The 'Kentucky's Most Wanted'
program provides a cost-effective, simple way for us to reach out to people who are entitled to hundreds, and
in some cases, thousands of dollars in
unclaimed property," Miller said. "Our
job is to find these people as quickly and as cost-effectively as possible.
That's what this program is all about."
typically
property
Unclaimed
involves long forgotten about safety
deposit boxes, lost payroll or vendor
checks or stocks and bonds that get
lost after family members are deceased.
After a period of time - usually
seven years - banks or other financial

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
NOT A PLEASURE RIDE...City of Murray firefighters ride the ladder truck up to
the fifth floor of Hester Hall Tuesday during a high-rise building training exercise. The goal was to assess the time required to set up the truck and rescue a person trapped within the building. The time averaged about four minutes.

Bush pledges to uphold
standards of former leaders
GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP) — Firing back at
the White House, George W. Bush said the
nation is "tired of the politics of personal destruction" and he would uphold standards set by former Presidents Reagan, Ford and Bush.
On the eve of his nomination as the Republican presidential candidate, Bush said he was
"riled up" by President Clinton's increasingly
personal attacks.
"It's amazing to me that the president of the

United States would spend time trying to be a
political pundit," Bush said. "He's so desperate
to have his legacy intact by getting Al Gore
elected, he'll say anything, just like Gore will."
Later, in a satellite address to the convention. Bush praised the three former presidents,
including his father. "They served with honor
and set high standards that I will work hard to

• See Page 2

Baesler: Fletcher
using taxpayer
money for campaign
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LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Congressional candidate Scotty Baesler
says his opponent, U.S. Rep. Ernie
Fletcher, is using taxpayer money
to help finance his re-election campaign.
Fletcher's congressional office
has sent out three pieces of franked
mail — two mailings on prescription drugs and tobacco and a
letter to doctors about a patients'
bill of rights — and bought an
eight-page advertising supplement
in newspapers throughout the state's
6th Congressional District using
taxpayer money in the past six
•
weeks.
But Fletcher said Tuesday the
mailings and advertisements are
needed to keep constituents abreast
of his doings in Washington. He
says it's nothing that other Repub-

lican and Democratic representatives haven't done for years and
they have nothing to do with his
campaign.
"I ran against Scotty in 1996,
and he did the same thing and
I'm very surprised he's bellyaching now," Fletcher said."We understand that it's the responsibility
of an incumbent to keep constituents informed and we've tried
to do that."
Baesler, who himself sent out
franked mail during his six years
in Congress, said Fletcher's franking goes beyond what he did and
goes far beyond what is acceptable.
He says that's because Fletcher's taxpayer-funded ads have come

•See Page 2
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•Students ...
each category, though they were
below national norms in three categories: 48th in language, 47th in
math and 49th in total battery.
They were at the 52nd percentile
in reading.
MMS students showed a gain
of five percentiles in reading (70
to 75), nine in language (70 to
79) and six in math (70 to 76).
"I think those plusses are probably the results of help kids are
getting through Extended School
Services," Lewis said of the remeinstruction
dial/developmental
given during intersessions in the
system's alternative calendar.
The only decline in the city
school system was in Murray Elementary's language score(66 to 62).
Overall, MES posted a two-percentile gain (67 to 69).
Two county schools showed
declines. Southwest Elementary
dropped from the 73rd to 68th
percentile, while CCHS dropped
from 58 to 55.

From Page 1

ing the curriculum, but also increasing training on performance assessment of students and having more
focused instruction, she said.
"We're now seeing the results,"
Whitesell said.
The test was given to third-,
sixth- and ninth-graders in the
spring. There is a score for each
grade in each subject area, plus
an overall total battery score.
The test is designed to allow
comparisons between states, so
results are expressed in percentiles.
With a score of 50 in math, for
example, last year's Kentucky sixthgraders were squarely in the middle of the nation's sixth-graders
in that subject.
Third-graders were at the 55th
percentile in reading, math and
total battery and 53rd in language.
They improved by four percentiles
in reading and math and three
each in language and total battery.
Sixth-graders were at the 53rd
CCMS's score rose four perpercentile in reading, 51st in lan- centiles to 61, and the elementary
guage, 50th in math and 52nd in schools' combined scores showed
total battery -- a slight improve- an improvement of six percentiles
(61 to 67).
ment in each.
The CTBS was incorporated
Ninth-graders also improved in

into Kentucky's school assessment
and accountability system in 1997
at the direction of the General
Assembly. That was to meet a
demand for, some way to compare
Kentucky students with those in
other states.
CTBS scores from 1999 and
2000 will account for 5 percent
of each school's baseline, or starting point, for a new, long-term
accountability measurement. There
are no cash rewards or state assistance at stake until 2002.

•Property
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institutions turn the property over
to the Treasurer's office, which is
responsible for safeguarding the
assets and looking. for the rightful owners.
Miller said one of his chief priorities has been looking for quick
and cost-effective ways to reunite
people with their property.
"People deserve property that
belongs to them," Miller said. "It's
up to us to find those people. But
at the same time, it's up to us to
conduct this search in a way that
doesn't cost Kentucky taxpayers
a lot of money.
"Presenting the figures of what
people are owed in an attractive
and aggressive manner is an important way to do that."
In conducting the "Most Wanted" program, Miller is working
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with area legislators to make it
easier for people to find out if
they're entitled to unclaimed property.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
GOING UP...Murray firefighter Jimmy Cole operates the ladder on a fire truck Tuesday morning
during a training exercise at Hester Residential College at Murray State University.

• Bush ... • Baesler
From Page 1

From Page 1

uphold."
Bush's father and Gerald Ford,
who was later treated at a hospital for a sinus infection, sat in
the convention hall. Ronald Reagan, who is suffering from
Alzheimer's disease, was represented by his wife, Nancy.
Clinton has belittled the Texas
governor's campaign, saying one
reason he was in the running was
because his "daddy was president."

out at virtually the same time
Fletcher's campaign was on radio
and television with advertisements
on the same issues. Baesler said
Fletcher's congressional literature
and advertisements have some of
the same people and similar phrasing. That is something Baesler said
he never did.
The timing is an issue of particular importance in the 6th District this year because it is the
only time in recent years in which

.209/FLY

a candidate has been allowed to
send out franked mail at the same
time he had an active campaign
running.
Members of Congress are prohibited from sending out franked
mail within three months of November elections and congressional
races in Kentucky generally don't
get into gear until after the franking deadline has passed.
But the stakes in the 6th District are high this year with a former congressman squaring off
against a sitting congressman.

Autopsy set for Mayfield body

FASHION BUG
we're every woman

GRAND OPENING SALE

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An autopsy was scheduled for
Wednesday morning on a woman
whose body was found assaulted.
burned and slightly decomposed
Tuesday morning behind Mayfield
Middle School.
The Mayfield Police Department
and Kentucky State Police are con-

ducting a joint homicide investigation, according to a KSP news release.
The body, which was found by a
teacher, is that of an adult black
woman, who has not been identified.
Dr. Mark LaVaughn of the state
medical examiner's Madisonville
office was slated to perform the
autopsy.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

Starts
Tomorrow...
Sneak
Preview
Tonight

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•Two people were arrested early Wednesday morning after a deputy on
patrol found them having sex in the bed of a pickup truck. Mark D. Winstead. 22, Hillwood Drive, and Stephanie C. Lamb, 23, of Valleywood
Drive. were charged with disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication after
the deputy saw them in the truck, which was parked in a Wrather Road
driveway about 30 feet from the road in plain view.
• A possible trailer fire at the K.F. Williams home on Irvin Cobb Road
was reported at 9:21 a.m. Tuesday by a 911 call. Calloway County FireRescue was notified.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, reports and/or citationsfrom respective agencies.)

I Jackson ...
From Page 1
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Mi

day night before we find out who's
coming down for sure."
Goatley said she has gotten
word that Anne Northup. the 3rd
District
representative
from
Louisville, will probably attend.
This being Fancy Farm, it will
probably lead to rampant speculation about Northup's interest in a
statewide campaign.
Likely statewide candidates will
be in abundance. Members of the
potential gubernatorial field, at
least on the Democratic side, are
picnic regulars - House Speaker
Jody Richards, Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry, Attorney General Ben Chandler, Louisville businessman Charlie Owen and others.
Former Gov. Brereton Jones,
who still harbors some ambition
to try to do the job again, didn't
bother to go to the picnic much

HOST FAMILIES NEEDED
Make a new lifelong friend
from abroad. Enrich your
family with another culture. Now you can host an
exchange student (girl or
boy)from Sweden, Germany,
France, Spain, England,
Japan, Brazil, Italy or other
countries. Becoming a host to
a young international visitor
is an experience of a lifetime!
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when he was governor and will
likely not show up again this time
around.
ouiii fie, a coming
The picnic c.
out of sorts for prosOctive Republican candidates, whether it is
Northup, Senate President David
Williams or someone else.
"Every constitutional law officer will have the chance to speak
if they choose to," Jackson said.
Other statewide officeholders
will get a chance at the microphone to compete with the bingo
caller at the other end of the grounds
behind the old St. Jerome school.
Other diversions for people who
would just as soon ignore the
politicians include the smoking pits
of barbecued mutton and pulled
pork and the midway of carnival
games.
(Information also provided by
the Associated Press.)
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Judge puts Commandment order in writing
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge put in writing an
order he made from the bench last
week which said erecting a monument to the Ten Commandments
on the Capitol grounds is unconsitutional.
U.S. District Judge Joseph Hood
on July 25 struck down a state

resolution calling for the monument.
In his written order, filed Friday,
Hood found the resolution failed
all three constitutional tests it needed to pass.
Attorney General Ben Chandler's office said Monday it hasn't decided whether it will appeal
Hood's order.

David Friedman, general counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky, said he
was pleased with the ruling, which
endorsed his arguments.
"It addressed every issue we
raised," he said.
The ACLU had filed a lawsuit
challenging the resolution, which

called for the 6-foot, 2- inch stone
tablet to be erected near the state's
floral clock to "remind Kentuckians of the Biblical foundations
of the law of this Commonwealth."
Supporters argued that the monument was not an endorsement of
religion but a shrine to the history of law in Kentucky.

Debate over the Ten Commandments riveted much of the
2000 legislative session. Efforts to
force the schools to display the
commandments were defeated, hut
the resolution that passed directed the state to display an old monument and encouraged schools and
local governments to post the corn-

Judge issues sanctions on child support agency
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
judge in New Mexico has issued
sanctions against the Fayette County Division of Child Support
Enforcement, ruling that the office
did not provide timely information in a child support case.
The office received a court order
saying it must pay $2,875 in the
case involving a Lexington woman
and her ex-husband, who lives in
Albuquerque. N.M.
Fayette County Attorney Margaret Kannensohn, who runs the
office, says it's the first time her
office has ever been sanctioned in
such a case and that her office
complied with every request the
New Mexico court made.
District Judge Jay W. Forbes'
action June 30 could be the first
in the nation where one-third of
all child support cases involve two
states, said Michael Kharfen, a
spokesman for the U.S. Depart-

office, no matter how short the
notice.
Park claims her ex-husband owes
her $24,628 in back child support
as of June for her three children,
now teen-agers. She said the Child
Support Division in Lexington "did
not supply the courts with the
information, in essence, did not
present my case."
"Both divisions failed me," Park
said. "It's been devastating."
Park, who was divorced in 1990,
took the case to Kannensohn's
office in 1997. Kannensohn's
records show that Conley has been
Officials in Kannensohn's office paying child support through the
have a chronology and a thick file state of Kentucky since 1998 on
of documents showing that they a timely basis.
responded quickly to every request
At issue in the case was the
for information they had received amount Conley owed in back child
in the case, which involves Jim support, dating to 1991. Officials
Conley and Belinda Park. Kan- in Kannensohn's office say they
nensohn said they sent all request- believe that Conley owes
$24,628,
ed information to the New Mex- because their records are
based on
ico Child Support Enforcement
information given to them by Park.

ment for Health and Human Services.
Jennifer Dean, manager of Kentucky's Child Support Enforcement
Commission, also said that she's
never heard of a judge issuing
such sanctions.
Officials in New Mexico
declined comment on the decision,
including the judge. Calls made
to John Watson, special assistant
attorney general in the New Mexico Child Support Enforcement
Division, by the Lexington Herald-Leader were not returned.

Uofil, president's
contract extended
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)— The
University of Louisville's Board
of Trustees announced Tuesday they
have extended the contract of president John Shumaker through 2008.
Shumaker's annual salary will
rise from $210,000 to $230.000.
He was also rewarded with an 8
percent bonus, based on his performance during the last fiscal
year and ove?"thç past five years,
bringing his total nnual compensation to $248,400.
The trustees said the contract
extension coincides with the schedule of the university's Challenge
for Excellence, an initiative devised
by Shumaker to build the school
into one of the nation's pre-eminent urban research institutions by
2008.
"Dr. Shumaker has done an outstanding job in leading this university over the past five years,"
said board chairman J. Chester
Porter. "His Challenge of Excel-

lence has moved the university
toward a position of leadership
among metropolitan research universities. He is clearly the right
person to continue leading Uof1.
toward our goal of national prominence."
Shumaker,57, was hired in 1995.
The board gave him high marks
in a recent five-year evaluation,
citing several examples of his
"foresight, creativity and bold
action."
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But the judge ruled that Con- iprocal Enforcement of Support Act,
ley only owed $8,666 in back her office must let the other state
child support between December handle the case, she said, and her
1991 and May 18. Forbes reduced office can only help by providing
that amount by $2,875, "as a sanc- information.
Dean said she gets a complaint
tion against the State of Kentucky
for their failure to timely comply every three or four months from
Kentucky residents who say that
with a March 16 order."
At this point. Kannensohn does- the other state handling their case
n't intend to pay the money, say- is taking no action. It's also harding she's uncertain that the judge er for Kentucky prosecutors to
can legally issue the sanctions. work on cases because they lose
Kannensohn said her next move control to the other state. Dean
is to "deal with our highest level said.
of counterpart in New Mexico" to
Conley's attorney, David A.
find out what went wrong.
Standridge Jr. of Albuquerque, said
But she said the case is an he blames the bureaucracy in both
example of common problems that states. Standridge said he never
occur when the parent who owes received any information that Kanback child support lives in anoth- nensohn said her office sent to
the New Mexico Child Support
er state.
Under the federal Uniform Rec- authorities.
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mandments.
The monument was originally
erected in 1971 after it was given
to the state by the Fraternal Order
of the Eagles, but was removed
in the 1980s to make way for a
new heating and cooling plant.
Hood said in his ruling that the
resolution, to be constitutional, had
to meet three requirements — that
it had a secular purpose. that its
primary effect was secular and that
it did not "foster" a government
entangkment with religion.
It failed all three tests, Hood
found.
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AjayJain,NI.D.
Cardiologist
isjoining the medical practice of
Holman HeartClinic
Medical Arts Building,Suite 181W
300South Eighth Street
Murray,Ky.42071
For an appointment call
270-753-3022

jay Jain, M.D., has joined Dr. William Holman's practice at Holman Heart
Clinic, Dr, Jain is trained in the diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery
disease. such as management and treatment of heart attacks and their
complications, diagnosis and evaluation of heart murmurs and valvular heart
disease. heart failure, arrhythmia, and all diagnostic and therapeutic modalities.
All aspects of coronary care and intensive care management are included. And
evaluation of peripheral vascular disease.
Dr. .Jain earned his medical degree from Bombay University in 1988. He completed
his residency in surgery at Goa Medical College in 1991 and a residency in
internal medicine in 1994 at Michael Reese Hospital. Dr. .Jain completed a
fellowship cardiology at the Michael Reese Hospital in 2000.
To schedule an appointment, call 270-753-3022.

Ajay Jain, M.D.
Cardiologist
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
Suite 181W
Murray. Ky. 42071
270-753-3022
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A natural method

FROM OUR READERS
Residents should
care for their pets
Dear Editor:
I'm writing to let people know that we have a
animal shelter in Calloway.
I'm getting tired of people getting puppies or
kitten's and deciding they don't want them - and
dropping them off at our house.
In a week's time, we have had a kitten dropped

off here and now a cute little/ puppy. People really need to think before they get a pet, because
they need lots of love and attention.
And people who have dogs or cats that have
unwanted puppies or kitten's need to have their
animals fixed. There is no excuse for unwanted
puppies or kittens.
Karen Puckett
1185 Pleasant Hill Drive
Almo, KY 42020

Father shares salute
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Pol_
itics has been the family calling
POLITICS
PERSPECTIVE
ON
for three generations, yet George
W. Bush dismisses talk of a dynasty.
Still, his legacy is on the ticket and in his shadow Cabinet as
he seeks to reclaim the White
WALTER MEARS
House his father lost eight years
Associated Press Columnist
ago.
George W. would not be where ing for his designated political Bush veterans in a new Bush govhe is without the family name. heir, Vice President Al Gore, and ernment, hardly surprising because
it fits the pattern of both parties.
Taking that advantage without over- taunting Bush as he does sq.
The officials of one adminis"Nearest I can tell, the Mesplaying it is not an easy course.
Former President Bush and his sage of the Bush campaign is tration are the logical recruits for
wife, Barbara, drew an opening ova- 'How bad could I be? I've been another.
Connections and comparisons
tion when they appeared in the governor of Texas. My daddy was
father and son are constant and
team.
of
a
baseball
president.
I
own
VIP gallery at the Republican
inevitable, as when George W. not
National Convention Monday night. They like me down there.' "
George Bush's place in the cam- only pledged no new taxes but
"We are so proud of you, the
entire Bush family," Rep. Henry paign of George W. became a sen- promised cuts.
"Read my lips, no new taxes,"
sitive point with the Republican
Bonilla of Texas told them.
George Bush, former President nominee when critics said that the George Bush vowed from every
Gerald R. Ford, and Nancy Rea- former president had pushed his platform in his 1988 campaign,
gan take the convention's salute son to choose Dick Cheney for but reneged on the pledge as presvice president, implying that the ident.
Tuesday night.
George W. said after his father's
But the role of the elder Bush younger Bush was not making his
defeat
that it was a self-inflicted
decisions.
own
is a limited one.
Cheney was President Bush's wound.
No prime time speech as when
"Breaking his pledge cost him
Ronald Reagan played to the cheers secretary of defense.
Gov. Bush said that they talked credibility and weakened his base."
of the 1988 convention, urging
Republicans to "win one more for about the choice apd that it was George W. said.
He is on record with a cornthe Gipper" by helping Bush suc- no sign of weakness for a man
parable pledge.
to get advice from his father.
ceed him.
"This is not only no new taxes."
But he said the flecision was
Too much George Bush at this
convention could play into the based on his own work with Cheney he said in a campaign debate on
Democrats' contention that George as a campaign adviser and was Jan. 16. "This is tax cuts, so help
me God."
W. is trying to win a replay pres- his alone.
The elder Bush made only a
President Bush, interviewed
idency.
There is no denying the father's Tuesday on NBC's -Today" show, handful of campaign appearances
impact, and Bush doesn't pretend said it was his intention to "stay for his son during the primaries.
the heck out of the way." Bush campaigning for a day in Iowa.
otherwise.
"After all, it wasn't but two said he talks to his son, but that for an afternoon in New Hampyears after he left the presidency Gov. Bush "knows that I am not shire, the latter event marked tw
an inadroit phrase.
that two of his sons ran for gov- trying to shape his direction."
"This boy, this son of ours, is
Colin Powell, the general George
ernor," Bush said in an interview
Bush made chairman of the joint not going to let you down," the
with USA Today.
George W. won his first Texas chiefs of staff, and Condoleezza former president said.
With critics then, and still, tryterm in 1994; brother Jeb lost that Rice, a national security adviser
year but now is governor of Flori- in the Bush White House, surely ing to make inexperience an issue
would be major figures in a George against Bush, "boy" was not the
da.
image his campaign wanted left
Their grandfather was a win- W. Bush administration.
Bush has hinted that Powell with voters.
ning politician, too, Sen. Prescott
Nor is the idea of a Bush dynasty.
might be his secretary of state.
Bush of Connecticut.
Ms. Rice, Bush's chief adviser George W. counters that suggesOn his way to the presidential
nomination. George W. Bush called on foreign policy, could play the tion by saying that he isn't trying to win on an inheritance, but
the father-son impact "the John same role in the White House.
Both are black, both had prime by earning trust and votes.
Adams and John Q. factor."
Bush favors the description of
They were the only father and time speech slots at the Republison ever elected presidents, six can National Convention. Intro- his political heritage Powell offered
ducing Powell via satellite TV Mon- in urging his election.
terms apart in 1796 and 1824.
"He is a man who comes from
Bush seeks to succeed the man day night, Bush said "I hope his
who beat his father eight years greatest service to America might a family with a generations-long
tradition of public service," Powstill lie ahead."
ago.
There surely would be other ell said.
President Clinton is campaign-
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The walls of the nursery are
bathed in the yellow glow coming from the night-light while the
soft sounds of a lullaby fill the
room.
A rocking chair slowly creaks
back and forth in rhythm to the
mother's rather off-key humming
A baby is eating at the mother's breast, his downy cheeks contracting as he swallows. Warmly
snuggled close, he drifts off to sleep.
It is a perfect moment.
This week marks World Breastfeeding Week, a time to promote
and support breastfeeding. This
year, the wel+ focuses on breastfeeding as a human right.
According to information on the
WBW Web site, each year, new
research reveals ever more clearly that it is not possible for infants
and their mothers to achieve optimal health unless the conditions
exist that allow women to practice exclusive breastfeeding for
about six months and to continue
breastfeeding while providing adequate complementary foods up to
2 years of life or beyond.
Thus breastfeeding is a right
of mothers and is a fundamental
component in assuring a child's
right to food, health and care.
•••

I have made it a point to ask
expectant mothers about their feeding plans. So far, I have been
rather disappointed that the majority plan to use bottles.
Convenience seems to be by
far the most common reason cited.
After all, isn't that the most common message we see in stores and
on television?
The baby aisles in most stores
are brimming with shelves set aside
for bottles, pacifiers, nipples and
other miscellaneous feeding items.
Where are the breastfeeding supplies? If we are lucky, we might
find an occasional box of nursing
pads next to a hideous breast pump
that isn't worth the box it is in.
What would be helpful is a display with nursing accessories rang-
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He's not flashy, or mean, or so
abrasively partisan he can't do
business with Democrats.
He has domestic political and
foreign policy experience.
He knows Congress and the
White House because he has served
in both branches. And he can be
tough when called for. And he's
loyal.
Dick Cheney, Gov. George W.
Bush's vice presidential choice, is
remembered by former Sen. Malcolm Wallop, his fellow Wyoming
Republican, as a man "who knows
the difference between the truth
and a lie."
Wallop, who first met Cheney
when Cheney was President Ford's
chief of staff, served with him
throughout much of his congressional career.
"He's short on charm, but long
on character," Wallop told me in
a call to his Montana home. "If
the public is as tired as they say
they are of 'no controlling legal
authority,' they'll be pleased to
know that Cheney's controlling
legal authority is the law and the
Constitution."
Cheney is not much of a debater,
said Wallop, and "not a dazzler,
but he's a solid rock of integrity
and competence." Wallop implied
that if the campaign is about who
is more trustworthy, Bush-Cheney
will win in a landslide.
Cheney's last foray into presidential politics came four years
ago when he was a senior strategic advisor to the Dole campaign.
Contrasting the Clinton-Gore
administration with Dole, Cheney
asked, "Do we want to elect a
president with a clear understand-
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ing of foreign affairs, or one who
stumbles from one international
crisis to the next? ... Do we want
to elect the better man for America, or settle for an incumbent
who has failed to live up to his
promises?" We know how the voters answered those questions.
Cheney's post-mortem on President George Bush's failed reelection effort may give insights into
how he'll approach the coming campaign.
In an interview on National
Public Radio on Jan. 23, 1993,
just three days after the ClintonGore administration took office
and Cheney became a former secretary of defense, he said, "... the
campaign was, in many respects,
misguided, because we managed
to conduct a presidential election
and (got) a government that's going
to rule for the next four years,
without any significant reference
whatsoever to what's going on in
the world around us - just sort of
had tunnel vision focused on what
we thought was a serious set of
problems here in our economy at
home."
Cheney said not one of our
problems was so bad that we could
not overcome it as, indeed, we
have economically (if not culturally) but as the lone superpower,
"you cannot ignore what's going
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Act,

thing.
Instead, I log onto the Internet
to my breastfeeding support list
and send out a request for help.
The moms on-line have been
there, done that and are more than
happy to provide assistance.
It's up to me to sift through
all the advice I get and then make
my own decisions.
Among the things I have learned:
• Pacifiers are not a natural
extension of a baby's hand. Breastfed babies don't have to have one
because their need to suck can be
satisfied by mommy.
• 139ttles aren't necessary. Even
the tiniest baby can drink from a
cup or a medicine dropper.
• Baby slings are a good way
to get things done around the
house while nursing.
I was fortunate enough to have
Leigh Perry make one for me from
the cutest cat material.
• Babies are babies for the
shortest time. Savor them. If they
cry, pick them up.
• Working moms who need sleep
can bring the baby to bed with
them. Scoot husband, body pillow, two cats and 4-year-old in
toddler bed out of the way.
• Breastfeeding is just one of
the gifts moms can give.
We give them life, why not
give them a perfect food, at a
perfect temperature out of a perfect container made just for them?
The Tri-Area Breastfeeding Task
Force is sponsoring a World Walk
for Breastfeeding from 10 a.m. to
noon Aug. 12 at the Dolly McNutt
Plaza in Paducah.
For more information, contact
Debbie Cornwell at 270-534-1503.

Stability after wild ride

A STRAIGHT FACE'.
()0

ing from sore nipple cream to
nursing beads.
From my experience, there is
nothing more convenient than
breastfeeding.
It's free, always the right temperature, travels well and never
spoils.
Working moms are not prohibited from breastfeeding.
An efficient breast pump and
a cup feeding system are adequate
tools to help maintain a milk supply and a happy baby.
What I would really love to
see is for all working moms to
have a flexible schedule to accommodate breastfeeding.
Many women start out breastfeeding, only to hit a snag and
give up.
As someone who has not only
survived a nursing strike and a
very painful bite, it is possible
to work out those problems.
As with anything having to do
with parenting, there are all sorts
of perspectives regarding feeding
options.
The key to doing anything successfully is finding out as much
information as possible about it.
Many first-time mothers, myself
included, are not aware of the vast
resources available to us.
And dealing with a screaming
baby in the wee hours of the
morning doesn't necessarily create a bonding moment - and provides the doorway for self doubt
and frustration.
By the time I had my second
child, I became much more knowledgeable about the options.
There have been times when I
have thought about reaching for a
bottle, but after seven months,
Ryker and I can get through any-
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on around us in the world.
As for issues, political reporter
and columnist David Broder wrote
in 1993 as he speculated about a
possible Cheney presidential bid:
"Cheney's congressional voting
record is conservative enough on
all litmus-test issues, including
abortion, to satisfy the Reaganites
who form the hard-core constituency of the nominating primaries."
Cheney is a nice guy who will
be hard to demagogue and demonize, though Democrats will certainly try.
Look for them to claim that
Bush the younger had to reach
back to "Poppy's" men for mature
leadership, implying that Bush can't
lead.
But Bush can lead.
He's done so as governor of
Texas and now with a solid pick
for a running mate.
Bush has often said that his
vice presidential selection would
be the most important decision he
makes this year and will tell people a lot about him.
It is and it has.
Bush-Cheney may not be exciting, but after what this administration has put the country through
for eight years, we could all use
a little rest and some serious men
with integrity in the White House.

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (270) 753-1927 or emailed to mIt@murrayledger.com
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Officials deny
blame for death
DENVER (AP) — Sheriff
not prevent the resdeputies
cue of a teacher who bled to death
at Columbine High School during
last year's massacre, county officials say.
Angela Sanders, daughter of
teacher Dave Sanders, filed a
wrongful death suit against the
county, saying sheriff commanders prevented anyone from trying
to rescue her father for nearly four
hours while he bled to death.
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
killed Dave Sanders and 12 students April 20, 1999, before committing suicide. Sanders, 47, was
shot twice in the shoulder as he
guided students from the school's
library to safety.
In a motion released Tuesday,
county officials conceded the
teacher did not get medical atten-

tion but said two separate SWAT
teams were sent into the building,
contradicting Angela Sanders'claim
that officials blocked any attempt
to rescue her father.
The motion also said the sheriff's department did not put her
father in danger or make his situation worse.
The county's lawyers said the
lawsuit is equivalent to an allegation of negligence, "which does
not amount to a constitutionally
recognized claim" against county
officials.
Angela Sanders did not return
a phone call Tuesday evening.
Columbine victims' families
have filed 15 lawsuits over the
shootings. The suits accuse officials of mishandling their response,
ignoring advance warnings and
killing one of the victims with errant
shots.

DEATHS
Wtnburn C. Alton
The funeral for Winburn C. Alton will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Music will be by J.W. and Toni Jones.
Active pallbearers will be James Alton, Jimmy Alton, Max Ray
Dodd, Logan Dodd, Kenny Futrell and Tommy Cordy. Honorary pallbearers will be Bobby Alton and Roger Lynn Mayer. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Alton, 94, Main Street, Hazel, died Monday, July 31, 2000, at
6:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A self-employed farmer, he was a member of Hazel United Methodist
Church. Born Nov. 30, 1905, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Joe Alton and Betty White Alton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lee Odell Dodd Alton, to whom
he was married April 5, 1930; three daughters, Mrs. Jeannine Futrell
and husband, George, Gallatin, Tenn., Mrs. Fredda Cordy, Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Sherry Gann, Hazel; three sons, Hilton Dwain Alton
and wife, Della, Mission Viejo, Calif., Jan Ray Alton, Beaufort, N.C.,
and Gerald Alton and wife, Mary, Kingston, Tenn.; 15 grandchildren;
18 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

'Report cards'to
feature credentials

Mrs. Norma Kay York

Mrs. Norma Kay York, 60, Hardin, died Tuesday, Aug. I. 2000, at
4 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Hardin Baptist Church, she had retired from the
housekeeping department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her father,
Frank Erwin, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Neal York; one daughter, Mrs. Neala
Housman and husband, Don, Hardin; two sons, Erwin Kent York and
wife, Secret, Benton, and Kerry (Pee Wee) York and wife, Sherri,
Hardin; her mother, Mrs. Oeda Burkeen Erwin Faughn, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Marsha Phillips, Hardin; six grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Trad York, the Rev. Alvin
Cann
technique tells which genes are
switched on in the tumor cells York and the Rev. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Burial will be in
Pace Cemetery, Hardin.
and how active they are.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.
Trent's team found up to 200
of sympathy may be made to the American Kidney
Expressions
genes associated with highly invaBlvd., Suite 1010, Rockville, MD 20852-9813.
Executive
6110
Fund,
sive melanoma cells.

Research unlocks secret
of skin cancer's spread
(AP)- Two research teams have
identified genes that appear to
make skin cancer spread, raising
the prospect of quicker diagnosis
and better treatments for the most
dangerous tumors.
The two groups separately analyzed a type of cancer known as
melanoma. Each study identified
a set of genes that are active in
highly invasive growths. Some
genes were common to both studies.
"For 100 years we've looked
at melanomas through the lens of
a microscope and wondered how
tumors that looked so similar can
act so different. Now we've used
the lens of genetics," said Jeffrey
Trent. a senior researcher at the
National Human Genome Research
Institute in Bethesda, Md.
Both groups used a technique
called gene expression profiling.
Glass slides holding thousands of
bits of DNA are exposed to genetic material from tumor cells.
Byproducts of the cells' genes stick
to the DNA on the slide. The

The second study group, led by
scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, narrowed down
their invasive set of genes to just
32.
They went on to test one of
them, known as RhoC, in mice
to check if it can make melanomas
more invasive. They found that
the most benign melanomas became
50 times more invasive with the
active gene, MIT cell biologist
Richard Hynes said. Highly invasive growths became 80 percent less
so when the gene was blocked.
The findings were being published Thursday in the journal
Nature.
Hynes said such work will help
lead to genetic tests that could
identify which patients are most
at risk, and help researchers identify new targets for therapies focusing on the most malignant tumors.

Toys R Us to build
store in Times Square
NEW YORK (AP) — Toys R
Us has announced plans to build
the world's largest toy store, a
101,000-square-foot emporium with
a life-size dollhouse and a 60foot-tall Ferris wheel in Times
Square.
The three-story glass-enclosed
store, which would become the
company's flagship, is scheduled
to open next summer, said John
Eyler, the company's chief executive officer.
"We expect it to draw over 20

million visitors a year — that's
two and a half times more people than visit the Empire State
Building, the Statue of Liberty and
Ellis Island combined," Eyler said
Tuesday.
The store would join a host of
family-oriented theme restaurants
and corporate stores that have
opened in Times Square in recent
years. Its neighbors would include
the WWF Store, the ESPNZone
restaurant and the Disney Store.

WHEN YOU SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS OF
AMERICA, THERE'S
NO TELLING
WHOSE LIFE
YOU'LL CHANGE.

Miss Margaret Allie Graves
Miss Margaret Allie Graves, 94, Louisville, formerly of Murray,
died Thursday. July 20, 2000, at her home.
A former teacher in the Murray Public Schools and at Murray State
University, she had also taught in the public schools at West Palm
Beach, Fla. She was a Kentucky Colonel and a member of Delta
Kappa Gamma. A former member of First Baptist Church, Murray, she
was currently a member of Deer Park Baptist Church, Louisville.
She was the daughter of the late Dr. Wildy Harding Graves M.D.
and Mary Gilbert Graves of Murray. Also preceding her in death were
one sister, Mrs. Mildred Graves Hagen, and one brother, Gilbert Graves
in whose memory Gilbert Graves Drive is named at Murray State.
Survivors include two cousins, Dr. Theodore C.M. Forrest, Louisville,
and Gaylord R.M. Forrest, Jacksonville, Ha.; special friend, Mrs. Dons
P. Brown, Louisville, who had cared for her.
Graveside memorial services will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. G.T. Moody will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Deer Park Baptist Church,
Louisville.

A child. A family. A community.
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There are no limits to caring.

Mrs. Hazel Fields Taylor
Mrs. Hazel Fields Taylor, 93, Fulton, died Sunday, July 31, 2000,
at 9:50 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Fulton City Star Chapter No. 77 of the Order of the
Eastern Star, she had served as past deputy grand matron of District
22 of OES and had ben active with the Murray Star Chapter No.
433 of OES. She was a member of First United Methodist Church,
Fulton.
Her husband, Roy D. Taylor, and one son, Joe Taylor, both preceded her in death.
Mrs. Taylor is survived by one son, Roy M. Taylor and wife,
Peggy. Fulton; two grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Chapel, Fulton. The Rev. Steve Cavitt, formerly of Murray,
will officiate. Burial will follow in Greenlea Cemetery, Fulton.
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See me to find out how you may qualify:
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

www.statefarm.com
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and from Louisville
The 10th Street Blues Band
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State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois
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John Edmond's Gospel Truth
Paducah City Parking Lot
Located Downtown on Broadway between 2nd & Water Streets
- Music Begins at 5 p.m. General Admission Tickets $20(Bring your own lawn chair)
Reserved Seating $25
Tables for Eight Available $250(Bring your friends)
.Jazz Fan Table for Eight $500 (Includes a signed Lou Rawls CD)
THE BEST SEATS IN THE LOT!
Star Sponsor Table for Eight $1,000
Includes a private reception with Lou Rawls following the concert

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'

If your church has not been featured in
the Ledger se Times
.110t 411 1.1b9d,"
please contact Amy Wilson
at 753-1916 ext. 27.

SIDEWALK
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Rigby-Bowland

The report cards were tested last •
year in selected districts. The plan
is to require them statewide.
The report card is partly statistical but mostly narrative. It includes
an explanatico of the state's system
for judging a school's performance
through test scores and attendance,
retention ard dropout rates.

•

on Paducah's
Historic Riverfront
Beer and Barbecue on the River

starring Jimmy Bowland and
Jon Cowherd, natives of Paducah

instinctual," said Craig True, a state
board member from Fun Thomas.
For middle schools, the board
decided to have report cards show
the percentage of teachers with an
"area of concentration" in their
subject. That would comport with
requirements for a specific certification to teach in middle school.

For parents, "this is one of the
more powerful issues," Gene WilFor high schools, a table will
hoit, a deputy education commis- show
percentages of graduates who
sioner, told the state board.
went on to college, jobs, the miliSchool superintendents are
leery. A committee of superinten- tary or other kinds of education.
A reader will be able to see how
dents that regularly advises the Destacks up against the rest
school
a
partment of Education recomand the rest of the
district
its
of
anything
mended against including
about teachers' majors and minors: state in spending per student, stuScott Trimble, who heads the dent-teacher ratio and computers
Department of Education office per student.
There is a measurement of pathat deals specifically with school
rental
involvement, an explanation
performance, conceded he knew of
no research proving a major or mi- of how technology is used for
nor makes a more effective teacher. teaching and what steps are taken
But it "seems to be a field the pub- for school safety.
Schools also have to list numlic is generally interested in." so it
was decided to have it on the report bers of assaults, weapons and drug
violations and how many students
card, Trimble said.
Proponents said they needed no were suspended, expelled or transresearch. "I believe some of this is ferred as a result.

Mrs. Flossie Hughes

'0Volunteers
of America.

Save $$ with a
discount on
State Farm car
insurance.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state school board Tuesday decided
that school and district "report
cards" to parents should include information about teachers' qualifications.
Examples: In what percentage of
classes did the teacher have a college major or minor in the subject?
How many are certified to teach
their subject and grade level? What
percentage have masters degrees?
How many underwent continuing education in their field in the
last year? What is the school's average in years of teaching experience?

Mrs. Flossie Hughes, 89, Scotts Hill, Tenn.. died Sunday. July 30,
2000, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Claude A. Hughes, preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Linda Faye Smith, New
Concord, Mrs. Claudine Cline, Lyles, Tenn., and Mrs. Lavonne Lovell,
Humble, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Louise McCormick, Scotts Hill; one
brother, James (Jim) Williams, Memphis, Tenn.; three stepsisters, Mrs.
Lizzie Broadway, Mississippi, and Mrs. Bertha Yarbro and Mrs. Gertie Fox, Decaturville, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren;
eight stepgreat-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in Reed's Chapel at Scotts
Hill. Burial will follow in Scotts Hill Pentecostal Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

four rivers
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Call 270/443-9932 for tickets and information
The Jazz Jam and Blues Reuue is a fund raiser for thr
Four Rivers Center for the Performing Arts

Support Your Local Businesses And

SHOP MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRST!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
August 4, 5 & 6
Come early and spend the day!
Enjoy lunch at one of our fine restaurants
and catch all the summer bargains,
from curb to curb, across Murray!
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Local preservation group receives award
The volunteer project of Between
the Rivers Preservation Organization has been awarded the Albert
B. Corey Award in tile 56th annual awards program by the American Association for State and
Local History, Nashville, Tenn.
This award is for the post prestigious recognition for actiievement
in the preservation and toterpretation of state and local history, officials said.
The Corey award is rtserved

for very deserving, small, prima- Organization indeed met those high
rily volunteer-operated, historical standards and deserves this reserved
organizations in America and car- recognition.
Jim Baccus , project leader for
ries with it a modest financial
Our Cemeteries (ROC) of
award. It is granted only when an
organization meets the high stan- the Between the Rivers Preservadards of excellence set by Corey, tion Organization (BRPO), said
a founding member and one-time "he was pleased to learn of this
special honor for the organizapresident of AASLH.
The 2000 Awards Committee tion."
ROC is an ongoing project of
reviewed volumes of supporting
material and concurred that the BRPO dedicated to the location,
Between the Rivers Preservation identification, preservation and pro-

Rescue

World's
Biggest Baby
Shower' to
be Aug. 12

Edwards and Riley
family reunion. held
The Edwards and Riley family reunion was held recently at
the Farmington Community building.
A potluck meal was served at
noon.
Those attending were the following:
Carrie and Angie Edwards and
Franklin and Emma Rushing, all
of Murray; Anna Flood, Dewey
and Louise Edwards, Herman and
Ernestine Edwards, Jennifer and
Bailey Hawkins, Tammy and Jennifer Piscatelle, Charles and Sue
Riley, Johnny and Evelyn Riley,
Judy Howard, Myra and Garcia

FUN & FASHION

We are looking forward to this
weekend and the annual City Wide
Sidewalk Sale - bargains will be
everywhere - all spring and summer
merchandise will be at the final
markdown.
D.K. Kelley will be outside unless
we have rain - then come inside.
Jewelry starting at $1.00, $10, $15,
$20. $25. $30 racks up to 80% off.
Don't forget to come inside too.
The new fall merchandise is arriving
with new and exciting brands and
styles. There is a wonderful selection of great fitting pants. Many of
the items in the store come petite or
larger sizes and can be special
ordered for you. We also do free
alterations on nonsale purchases. We
don't mind having your sale purchases done for you too.
It seems to be the season of the
snake or reptile, any type of animal
look. From tops to picture frames we
have the look this fall season.
See our sensational new sweaters
with faux fur, feathers, beads or
fringe. Lots of new jewelry & accessories too.
Leather, suede and outerwear is big
this fall. Also leather and suedes in
colors and as trims are being shown.
D.K. Kelley has just received new
shirts and tees to match in denim and
sweaters with the animal trim and
looks.
Darker denim is being shown with
trims, braids, even oriental influences. This fall promises a variety
we haven't seen in a long time.
Whatever mood you happen to be
in you will be able to find a look to
suit it. From soft demure and feminine to racey and wild or just good
old fashioned preppy with a little
zing added you will be sure to find it
at D.K. Kelley.
Be sure to bring in some of your
favorite basics for an update with
accessories or add a new look with a
jacket. vest, or great fall sweater.
Remember we are here to please
you.
Congratulations to Debbie Dodd
who won the turquoise bracelets &
earrings last Friday at our luncheon.
We will be serving our regular free
lunch this week inside Friday from
11-2 p.m. - be sure to come in, get
cooled off and have lunch on us.
Check out our new picture frames
and the great fall items we have in.
Stay tuned to next week's fun &
fashion report....
P.S. TRY CALORAIr - it's working!

Ray, Joe Nell Crouse, Corine
Rhodes, and John Usher, all of
Mayfield;
Hubert, Kenny and Karen
Edwards, Union City,Tenn.; Ronald
Duncan, Johnny and Georgia
Adams, 011ie Jean Scott, Lowell
and Virginia Smith, Carla and
Martha Draffen, all of Paducah;
Rhonda and Lex Thornton and
Armenta Duncan, all of Calvert
City; Christy and Preston Puckett, Sedalia; Vickie Wyatt and Linda
and Dwain Adams, all of Benton;
H.B. and Julia Riley, Nashville,
Tenn.; Karen Galloway, Tallassee,
Tenn.; Hilda Tanner and Kathe
and Tom Galloway, all of Lake
Wales, Fla.

Gas and Steam
Show scheduled
The 21st annual Gas ez Steam
Show Forgotten Past will be Saturday and Sunday.
Antique tractors and gas engines
will be operating and on display.
Demonstrations include wheat
threshing, grist .milling, old time
straw baling, broom making, blacksmithing, spinning and weaving.
The gate will open at 9 a.m.
Forgotten Past is located at 3390
U.S. Highway 68 East, three miles
east of Draffenville. For information call Bill Luebker at 1-270527-9244.

Keep up with
Murray LI Calloway
County by reading
the Today Pages.

4

Britiat
Registnj

Pier 1 Imports
Rachel Hutson
bride-elect of
Jason Barnett

tection of cemeteries in the Land
Between the Lakes.
The area encompasses portions
of Lyon and Trigg Counties in
Kentucky and Stewart County in
Tennessee. Both states have honored the group with state awards.
According to Karla Nicholson,
statewide services specialist of the
Kentucky Historical Society, this
is the first time any group in Kentucky has been honored with the
Corey award.

Parents of children, ages 0 to
and expectant parents are invited to "The World's Biggest Baby
Shower," a community event to
be held Aug. 12 from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. Admission is free.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for parents and families with
young children," said Marilyn
Hornback, associate director of
Murray Head Start. "They will be
able to find out all kinds of useful information for caring for and
raising their children, all in one
place, and can also become familiar with what our community can
do to help them."
Representatives of the region's
medical professions will be present to provide one-on-one information about prenatal care and
caring for young children. Volunteers will provide sign-up information for K-CHIP, the Kentucky
Children's Health Insurance Program. Dozens of community organizations will have exhibits and
information booths on childcare and
child nutrition, child safety and
parenting. Each booth will have
give-aways and prize drawings.
The Murray Police Department
will fingerprint youngsters and
provide parents with copies for their
personal records. Representatives
of Kentucky Drive Smart will check
car seats for safety and replace
defective seats at no cost.
Last year's event, held for the
first time in Murray, attracted over
500 people. Kentucky Drive Smart
was able to replace 55 old and
defective baby seats with new
ones, thanks to donations from local
merchants and manufacturers.
The shower is sponsored by
Murray Head Start, the Calloway
County School District's Family
Resource Center, and the Murray
City
Family
Schools'
Resource/Youth Services Center.

SPEAKER...Millssa
ALPHA
Sledd uses her dolls as she
presented a program on "Promoting Literature at the
Library" at a meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club,

Jazz Jam
and Blues
Revue to be
Saturday
The Four Rivers Jazz Jam and
Blues Revue will be Saturday at
the historic riverfront at Paducah.
Featured will be the legendary
Lou Rawls; Rigby-Bowland starring Jimmy Bowland and Jon
Cowherd, natives of Paducah; the
10th Street Blues Band of
Louisville; and John Edmonds'
Gospel Truth.
The show will be at the Paducah City parking lot, located
between Second and Water Streets.
Barbecue and beverages will be
available. Music begins at 5 p.m.
All proceeds will go toward
the Four Rivers Center for the
Performing Arts.
For more information about the
event and reservations for other
special extra features of the event,
call 1-270-443-9932.

Brame accepted by school

Pieri imports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
NOB .,11111111

MIN

WO.

Aaron Brame has been accepted to the Joe Kubert School of
Cartoon and Graphic Art.
He will work under the direction of 25 artists such as Brian
Buniak (DC Comics, Mad Magazine), Sergio Cariello (Batman, XMen), Doug Compton (Robotech)
and Frank Teran (Wolverine).
Brame will be working toward
a degree in sequential art. He

See State Farm Agent:
Don Henry
270/753-9935
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY

"It's no accident
State Farm
insures more
cars than
anyone else."

attended Murray State University
for two years and will begin a threeyear accredited career school in
Dover, N.J., in September.
Brame is the son of the late
Patrick Brame and Sharon Brame
of Benton. He is the grandson of
the late George Suiter of Benton
and Norma Suiter of Murray.

Local stqflent to
receive English
degree at USC
Cody Amos, Murray, is a candidate for an English degree during
summer commencement exercises
at the University of South Carolina's Columbia campus.
USC will award degrees in ceremonies Aug. 5 at Carolina Coliseum.

#4

An angel alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center for three mothers, each with two young
children, who are victims of domestic violence.
These three families are in special places now. Needed are
all kinds of furniture, household items, etc., for the establishment of a home for the mothers and the children.
Any person having items to donate for these families in a
crisis, situation, call the center at 762-7333.

Head Start registration Friday
Murray Preschool/Head Start and Early Head Start will hold registration Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the first floor of the
Murray State University Special Education Building on North 16th
Street. The Preschool/Head Start program serves eligible 3 and 4year-old children. The Early Head Start program serves eligible
pregnant women, infants and children to the age of three.

WOW Ranger trip planned
Calloway County Woodmen of the World youth members will
have Ranger Day at Venture River (its free) on Saturday. All youth
members will meet at Camp WOW, U.S. Highway 641 North, at
1:30 p.m. to go to the event. All parents and guests will pay regular price. Drinks and snacks will be served at the park. To sign
up to go call 753-4377.

Smoking Cessation classes planned
The Purchase District Health Department is now offering "Cooper/Clayton Smoking Cessation" classes in Mayfield and Paducah.
This method addresses all aspects of smoking focuses on nicotine
replacement by utilizing nicotine gum or patches. This program
will begin the third week of this month. Pre-registration is required.
For more information or to sign up for the Mayfield classes call
the Graves County Health Center at 1-270-247-3553, or for the
Paducah classes call the McCracken County Health Center at 1270-444-9631.

Bluegrass concert on Friday
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will feature the One
Way Rider from Nashville, Tenn., at its concert on Friday at 7:30
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Special guest M.C. will be Molly Melson, DJ of WKMS's "Music
From The Front Porch." Admission is free but donations will be
accepted.

Benefit Chicken-Fry Friday
An area benefit chicken-fry will be Friday from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Aurora, by Knights of Columbus
Council #11453 in order to aid the Kentucky Lake area community. The complete meal of fried chicken, mashed potatoes and
gravy, green beans, cole slaw, desserts and beverages will be served
for $6 for adults, $3 for children, 7 to 12, and free to children
under six. All proceeds will benefit charitable activities.

Exotic Bird Fair Saturday
Tri-State Exotic Bird Fair and Supply Sale will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at JR's
Executive Inn, Paducah. For information call 1-901-878-1307.

Gospel benefit on Thursday
Massac County Unit of the American Cancer Society will host
its seventh annual gospel benefit on Thursday at 7 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Fifth and Ferry Streets, Metropolis, Ill.
Special groups will be featured. A cancer survivor will speak. For
more information call 1-618-524-3105.

'Cry and Chat Room' open
Murray Elementary School will have its "Cry and Chat Room"
available on opening day of school on Thursday. This is for PI
parents and parents new to the school system and will be at First
Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall from 7:30 to 9 a.m. Representatives from PTO Site-based Decision Making Council, Family
Resource Center and Volunteer program will be available to answer
any questions.

Oaks Couples plan Bridge
Couples Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday at
7 p.m. at the club. Hosts will be Richard and Rita Huddleston,
phone 753-2959. This is open to all members of the club.

Mohler reunion Sunday
The Mohler reunion will be Sunday at the Benton Senior Citizens Building on Golfcourse Road, Benton. The building will open
at 11 a.m. and a potluck meal will be served at noon.

Republicans plan breakfast
Jackson Purchase Republicans will have a breakfast on Saturday
at 8:30 a.m. at the Mayfield meeting hall prior to the annual Fancy
Farm picnic. Rebecca Jackson, county judge/executive of Jefferson
County, will be the speaker at the breakfast.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
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King awarded scholarship
Jennifer King of Murray has
been awarded one of 40 scholarships presented by The Kentucky
Grocers Education Foundation.
King, a Murray High School
graduate, will be a freshman at
Auburn University in Auburn, Ala.,
this year.
Funding for the foundation

comes from events hosted by Kentucky Grocers Association and Kentucky Association of Convenience
Stores, corporate and personal contributions, bequests and grants.
The majority of the funding is
derived from the annual golf tournaments and the silent auction.

DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE!
STEAKS, SEAFOOD,CHICKEN
AND PASTA!

SIDEWALK SALE SPECIALS

Dr and Mrs-. Smith in 2000

Dr. and Mrs. Smith in 1950

Misc. Items from $1 to $5(Including Jeans!)
NAME BRAND DISCOUNTS

Couple to celebrate 50th anniversary
Dr. and Mrs. Charles G. Smith of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary with a family dinner at Pattie's 1880's Settlement
Restaurant at Grand Rivers.
The couple was married Aug. 5, 1950, at First United Methodist
Church in Eldorado, Ill., by the Rev. John Lamb. Their attendants
were Mary Louise Sutton and Don Smothers.
Mrs. Smith, the former Helen Jean Giles, is the daughter of the

late Aubrey and Jessie Giles of Eldorado. She is retired from the Calloway County Health Department.
Dr. Smith is the son of the late Henry and Nora Smith of Crab
Orchard, Ill. He is a retired professor at Murray State University.
They are the parents of two children, Mikel Smith and wife.
Annette, of Lexington and Stacy Jones of York, Pa. They have three
grandchildren, Ellen Smith, Ben Smith and Jennie Jones.

Hannah Page Edminster
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Edminster of 222 Wells Purdom Dr., Almo,
are the parents of a daughter, Hannah Page Edminster, born on Saturday, July 15, 2000, at 8:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Laurie Ma!pass. Two sisters are
Ashlee and Lauren.
Paternal grandparents are Herb and Wanda Edminster of Houston.
Texas, and her paternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Iva Standley of
Lofkin, Texas. Maternal grandparents are Cliff and Jewel Ma!pass of
Boiling Springs, S.C. and her maternal great-grandmother is Mrs. Bess
Ma!pass of Wallace, N.C.

Chesley Nichole Nance
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nance of 4401 St. Rt. 94 E, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Chesley Nichole Nance, born on Thursday, July
20, 2000, at 11:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eight ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Johnna Jones. A sister is Alexandria Jo Nance, 4.
Grandparents are J.W. and Toni Jones of Hazel, Mrs. Janet Nall
of Troy. Mo., and the late Larry Nance.
Great-grandparents are Joe and Mabel Nall of Benton, Mrs. Nell
Scruggs and the late Thomas Chesley Scruggs and Mrs. Bula Jones
and the late Henry C. Jones, all of Murray.

Tammy Renee Linn was recently notified that she has been recommended to receive honorary
award recognition and to have her
biography published in Who's who
Among American High School
Students for 1999-2000.
This is Linn's fourth consecutive year to receive this honor.
Linn was a 2000 honor graduate of Calloway County High
School. During her senior year
she was a member of National
Beta Club, National Science Honor
Society and Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
This fall, Linn will be a freshman at Murray State University
where she plans to major in social
work. She attends Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Church where she

Getap,tipArrv
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Beane receives
college degree
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SUMMER SHOES
Buy 2 pair at our
discounted Price and
get the 3rd pair FREE!

ChIldrens Nike$12"

CANVAS SHOES
or

00
NIKE T-SHIRTS $7"
Pair for $5
or 2 for $15"
NE VV ailIPMENTS EVERY WEEK!

2

DOC MARTENS • ECCO • COLE-HAHN • EZ SPIRITS • ROCKPORT

AND MANY, MANY OTHER NAME BRAND SHOES!!

DAY SPA
296 Pecan Drive, Ste. 2•Paducah, KY 42001

(270) 554-SKIN

Evelyn M. Jones, M.D.
and
Halden Ford, M.D.
introduce
the first FDA approved
Laser Hair
Removal Machine!

TAMMY RENEE LINN

JOHN WILLIAMS

is also a Sunday School teacher.
Linn is the daughter of Eddie
and Sandy Linn and the late Jennifer Renee Linn, and the sister
of Leanna S. Linn.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Linn of Hazel. Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Wyatt of Paducah, and Ms. Ann Jeffrey of Yellville. Ark.
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Williams speaks to group

.Fok.

Glendale & 4th St. • Murray
OPEN EVERY THURS., FRI. & SAT.
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Linn receives award

BIRTHS

John Williams, executive director of Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, was speaker at the recent meeting of the
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association.
President Sal Matarazzo invites
all members to attend the luncheon meeting on Monday at noon
at the Murray State University
Winslow Cafeteria, located off Waldrop Drive.
New retirees and those who
have not attended any previous
meetings will be guests of the
association.
John Dale, pulpit minister of
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
will be the guest speaker.

S I-1 0

Allan L. Beane, Murray, is a
spring 2000 graduate of Mid-Continent College in Mayfield.
He earned the bachelor of ministry degree from the school's Baptist
College of the Bible.
Commencement services were
held at Trace Creek Baptist Church.
near Mayfield.

Diode Laser... the world's
most advanced treatment
for effective removal of
unwanted hair. Great news for
men and women who want to
get rid of excess hair.

www.wellspringsdayspa.com

WIGGINS FURNITURE
270-753-4566 0 2 Miles North of Murray on Hwy.641 Four Lame
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Five Racers receive
A11-OVC recognition
•Preseason
poll has MSU
behind EKU
for top spot

File photo

RUNAWAY FAVORITE...Senior wide receiver Terrence Tillman was named to the 2000 Preseason All-Ohio Valley Conference Team Tuesday.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Four
Murray State players were named
to the 2000 Preseason All-Ohio
Valley Conference Football Team
and another Racer received honorable
mention, the
league
announced Tuesday prior to today's
media day activities.
Senior wide receiver Terrence
Tillman was the only MSU player selected to the All-OVC offensive squad. Tillman, a 5-9, 170pound native of Memphis. Tenn.,
caught 61 passes for a schoolrecord 1,057 yards and 14 touchdowns in 1999, breaking a conference record for receiving touchdowns that had stood for 31 years.
Senior end Terrell Black (6-4,
230, Bristol, Fla.), senior linebacker Jai Williams (6-0, 220,
Eldorado, Ark.) and sophomore
punter Brian Bivens (6-2, 190,
Henderson) were chosen to represent the Racers on the defensive side of the ball.
Bivens is coming off a freshman season during which he garnered second-team Division I-AA
All-America status after ranking
second in the nation in punting
with a 44.8-yard average.
Senior linebacker Jilon Van

2000 OVC FOOTBALL PROJECTIONS
(As selected by league coaches and SIDs)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Eastern Kentucky (12) first-place votes) 96
Murray State (3)
75
Tennessee State (1)
73
Western Kentucky
56
Tennessee Tech
55
Eastern Illinois
46
Southeast Missouri
33
Tennessee-Martin
14

Over was one of 12 players to
earn honorable mention after the
27-team All-OVC Preseason Team
was selected by the league's head
football coaches and sports information directors.
Tillman,
Black,
Williams,
Bivens and Van Over are five of
MSU's returning 13 starters from
a year ago, giving the OVC's
coaches and SIDs reason enoup
to pick the Racers to finish second in the league's 2000 preseason poll, also announced Tuesday.
Eastern Kentucky received 12
of a possible 16 first-place votes
and 96 total points to top the
preseason poll, followed by MSU
with 75 points and three firstplace votes and two-time defending OVC champion Tennessee,
State with 73 points and one
first-place vote.
EKU, which returns 15 starters
from last year's 7-4 team, has
registered 22 consecutive winning
seasons and is seven wins away
from making Colonel skipper Roy

Biggio hurt, out for season

READ
KEEP SCORE
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES!

and Wilson slid
By The Associated Press
The Houston Astros' disappointing season took into Biggio, who
was covering the
another turn for the worse.
Second baseman Craig Biggio tore the anterior base and landed
cruciate and medial collateral ligaments in his left hard.
"As soon as I
knee during a collision with Florida's Preston Wilson in the seventh inning of Houston's 4-3 victory saw him go down,
I knew it wasn't
Tuesday night.
The season-ending injury typified a season in going to be good,"
said.
which the Astros, last year's NL Central winners, Elarton
"This is a tough
have baseball's worst record at 40-66.
"It's been that kind of year for us," Astros GM loss for us."
Biggio
will
Gerry Hunsicker said. "It seems like there has been
one thing after another. It has been a year to for- remain with the
team through the
get, and this just adds to it."
Scott Elarton (11-4) struck out seven and walked Marlins series and
two in 8 1-3 innings and came within two outs of return to Houston
his first career shutout. But Biggio's injury over- for an MRI on
BIGGIO
Friday.
shadowed the victory.
Florida's Chuck Smith (1-4) took a no-hitter into
"Winning isn't much fun on a night like this,"
Houston manager Larry Dierker said. "You always the sixth inning before giving up four unearned
like to win, but this really takes away from it. runs, including a two-run single by Moises Alou.
Rockies 2, Cubs 1
Maybe we can salvage something from the season,
Todd Hollandsworth hit a go-ahead RBI single in
maybe we can pass somebody, but none of that
his Colorado debut, and Pedro Astacio (9-7) matched
really matters."
In other NL games, Colorado edged Chicago 2- his career high with 12 strikeouts at Chicago.
Hollandsworth, acquired from Los Angeles for
1; Montreal beat St. Louis 4-0; New York defeated
Cincinnati 3-2; San Francisco topped Milwaukee 13- Tom Goodwin on Monday, broke a 1-1 tie in the
8; Atlanta edged Arizona 4-3; and San Diego beat eighth to lift the Rockies to their sixth win in 20
Philadelphia 10-9 in 10 innings. Pittsburgh and Los games since the All-Star break.
Expos 4, Cardinals 0
Angeles split a doubleheader, with the Pirates winVladimir Guerrero hit a three-run homer and Trey
ning the opener 6-0 and the Dodgers taking the
Moore (1-0) pitched five shutout innings in his first
second game 5-3.
At Miami, with Wilson on first base, Mike Low- appearance in more than two years as Montreal
ell grounded to third. Chris Truby threw to second snapped a seven-game skid.
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Kidd the seventh NCAA Division
I coach to collect 300 career victories.
Kidd, 293-112-8 in 36 years
at EKU, would join Eddie Robinson, Bear Bryant, Pop Warner,
Amos Alonzo Stagg, Joe Patemo
and Bobby Bowden at that exclusive plateau.
Meanwhile, MSU's Joe Pannunzio is one of four new head
coaches joining the OVC this season, having served most recently
as an assistant at Kansas, Minnesota, Ole Miss and Auburn.
Pannunzio will be joined by James
Reese at Tennessee State, Tim
Billings at Southeast Missouri State
and Sam McCorkle at TennesseeMartin.
Pannunzio takes over a Racer
team that set a variety of OVC
offensive records in 1999, including most total yards in a season
(5,175), most passing yards (3,506)
and most yards per game (470.5).
MSU has finished no worse than
second in the OVC standings for
the past five years.
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Monday Men
Tuesday Women
Friday Women
Thursday Mixed
Sunday Mixed
Saturday Youth
Wed./Fri. Seniors
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www.charter.net

270-753-5005 Ext. 117

Downloads
FASTER

a service brought to you by Charter Communications

5
5
3(Fri.)
4
4
4

C

blest.

Start

Aug. 21 6:30 p.m
Aug. 8 6:30 p.m.
Aug. 4 10:00 a.m.
Aug. 24 6:30 p.m.
Aug. 20 6:30 pip.
Register Aug. 19 10 a.m.
No Meeting
1 pm Join Anytime
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Shopping
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CALL OM INO-SIPOS FOR MORE IIVPOMMIATION

By The Associated Press
There's one thing missing from
Lance Armstrong's trophy cabinet: an Olympic gold medal.
The American cyclist hopes to
fix that at the Sydney Olympics.
Armstrong leads the five-man United States road team introduced
Tuesday by U.S. Cycling.
Just two weeks after winning
his second straight Tour de France,
Armstrong has a new mission.
"I've got to somehow figure
out how Lm going to come down
from the Tour de France, both
mentally and physically. and then
try and build back up for Sydney," Armstrong said.
Also on the team are Antonio
Cruz of Long Beach, Calif.; Tyler
Hamilton of Boulder. Colo.; George
Hincapie of Greenville, S.C.; and
Fred Rodriguez of Piedmont, Calif.
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Mussina
dominates
Minnesota

TOURNEY TITLISTS...The Heskett Chiropractic baseball team won this year's Mustang
H League Tournament. Team members are (front row, from left) Casey Brockman, Grant
Barrow, Trevor Ehrenheim, Eric McClure, Jacob Wade, Blake Lencki, (back row) coach
Tab Brockman, Landon Cain, Adam Heskett, Jamie Gream, Josh Reynolds, Bradley
Cobb and coach Steve Cobb.

Shanahan disappointed
with Broncos' workout
By The Associated Press
Mike Shanahan walked off the practice field looking like a father whose children cleaned their room
by sweeping the toys under the bed.
"We basically went through the motions," the
coach said after the Denver Broncos' only full-squad
practice Tuesday. "There were a few good shots by
a couple of different people, but overall I was disappointed."
The Broncos, who play their first preseason game
Saturday at Arizona, botched pass protection and
fumbled the ball on running plays. They jumped
offsides, dropped passes and missed assignments in
the secondary.
Shanahan called the session the worst in the
team's 12 days of training camp.
"You're going to hit a wall,- fullback Howard
Griffith said. "What day? It just happened to be
today, I guess. We just have to try to push through
it. Everybody's tired. Nobody really likes camp.
That's just a fact, but we have to be here, so we
might as well get better."
Shanahan called on Griffith and other veterans to
step forward and act as leaders for younger players
such as rookie cornerback Deltha O'Neal and wide
receiver Chris Cole.
"The vets can't let a poor practice happen,"
Shanahan said. "You've got to have vets stand up
and demand that people practice at a certain level.
It can't always be coaches because we aren't always

gkpg to be out there on the field."

Chargers
Quarterback Ryan Leaf had a setback with his
surgically repaired throwing shoulder Tuesday and
is questionable for Saturday's preseason opener at
San Francisco.
Leaf, who said his right shoulder was sore when
he woke up in the morning, threw
briefly during Tuesday's practice,
but spent much of the session with
an icebag draped around it.
If Leaf can't throw Wednesday,
his chances of playing Saturday
drop considerably.
"We can't count on him playing in the game because we don't
know even if he's going to practice every day," Chargers coach
LEAF
Mike Riley said. "We're up in the
air at best on that right now."
Leaf hasn't played in a competitive NFL game
in 19 months. He tore the labrum in the shoulder
a year ago and was looking forward to getting back
on the field.
"It's frustrating — that's probably the best word
to put it as — but there's nothing I can do about
it," Leaf said. "It's something I can't control. When
it's ready, it's going to be ready. Two surgeries
within a year takes its toll, especially on something
you make your livelihood at."

NBA teams start making moves
By The Associated Press
Some day of player movement,
huh? Everyone was expecting Grant
Hill, Tracy McGrady and Tim
Duncan, and all they got was Ron
Mercer, Tony Delk and Bobby Jackson.
While some teams took their
time finalizing their free-agent
acquisitions, the Bulls, Suns and
Kings got right down to business.
Chicago found a player willing to take its money, signing
Mercer. Phoenix signed a player
away from Sacramento, getting
Delk with a six-year, $19 million
contract, while the Kings replenished their backcourt by agreeing
to terms with Jackson.
The Miami Heat and Charlotte
Hornets finalized their nine-player trade, and several teams resigned their own free agents.
Tim Thomas stays with Milwaukee, Kurt Thomas re-signed
with New York, Anthony Carter
re-signed with the Heat, Sam
Perkins re-signed with Indiana, Scot
Pollard stayed with the Kings,
Dallas re-signed Hubert Davis and
Gary Trent, Denver kept Tariq
Abdul-Wahad and John Starks said
he was ready to sign with Utah
for two years.
The pace of activity on the
trade and free-agent fronts is

expected to stay steady over the
next couple of days. The team
making the biggest splash, the
Orlando Magic, is expected to formally announce the signings of
Hill and McGrady on Thursday.
The Miami-Charlotte trade sends
All-Star guard Eddie Jones and
forward Anthony Mason to Miami
for forward P.J. Brown and guard
Jamal Mashburn. Also traded were
Otis Thorpe, Tim James and Rodney Buford to Charlotte, and Ricky
Davis and Dale Ellis to Miami.
Charlotte avoided losing Jones

without compensation by signing
him to a seven-year deal worth
at least $86 million, then trading
him. He considered a free-agent
offer from Chicago, but preferred
to play in South Florida, where
he grew up and has a home.
Coach Pat Riley kept his backup point guard. Carter, by re-signing him to a one-year, $1.2 million exception. But Riley decided
to dismantle the core of a Heat
team that has won four consecutive Atlantic Division titles, only
to flop each year in the playoffs.

will be closed Saturday, Aug. 5th
So we can support

The Playhouse in the Park
1st Annual BBQ and Bluegrass Festival
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause but invite
and encourage all our customers to come out and enjoy the fun.

3:00 p.m. until?
Playhouse in the Park

KICKOFF COOKOUT
Kuntito •
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

Meet the Players & Coaches
Murray State Racer
Football Cookout
Tuesday, August 16, 2000
at 6:30 p.m.
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By The Associated Press
Charles Johnson and Brook
Fordyce — traded for each other
last week — are quickly making
good impressions on their new
teams.
Mike Mussina was even better
for his old team.
Mussina held the Minnesota
Twins hitless for six innings and
settled for his third career onehitter, striking out a club-record
15, as the Baltimore Orioles cruised
to a 10-0 victory Tuesday night.
"I've seen Mussina pitch a lot
of good games over the years,
but this game was as good as
I've seen him," Twins manager Tom
Kelly said. "We were overmatched.
He just dominated our batters."
Mussina (7-10), who hasn't got
much run support this year, had
plenty for a change. Fordyce, playing in his third game with Baltimore since being obtained in a trade
with the White Sox, hit two solo
homers, and Albert Belle had a
three-run homer and a two-run
double.
It was the first two-homer game
of Fordyce's career, but his biggest
thrill came from being on the
receiving end of Mussina's variety of pitches.
"It was exciting for me to catch,
just a fun night all around," he
said.
Johnson, who caught Mussina
until last Saturday's trade, hit a
tiebreaking solo homer in the ninth
inning of his first game with the
White Sox, propelling Chicago to
a 4-3 victory at Texas.
"I was glad I was able to get
the big hit on my first day," Johnson said. "The pitch was thrown
over the middle of the plate, and
I was able to getnllevated."
In other AL ga
t was Seattle 5, Boston 4 in 19 innings;
Oakland 3, Toronto 1 in 10 innings;
New York 5, Kansas City 4; Tampa
Bay 6, Cleveland 5; and Detroit
6, Anaheim 3.
At Baltimore, Ron Coomer
ended Mussina's no-hit bid with
a solid opposite-field single with
two outs in the seventh. Mussina
walked two batters, and two Twins
reached on errors in the ninth
inning.
Mussina had 10 strikeouts
through five innings.

SCOREBOARD
,,p„„,orcd.th
Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

L

Lindy Sutter

affi
Sea** Auto
Instrance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
Atlanta
66
40
623
New York
60
571
45
Florida
51
55
4.81
Montreal
48
55
466
Philadelphia
46
59
438
Central Division
St Louis
48
58
547
Cincinnati
54
52
509
Chicago
49
56 .467
Pittsburgh
46
59
438
Milwaukee
44
63 .411
Houston
40
66 .3Z7
West Division
San Francisco
58
46 .558
Arizona
58
48 _547
Los Angeles
56
50 .528
Colorado
54
51
4.86
San Diego
58
48
453

GB
—
5 1/2
15
16 1/2
19 1/2
—
4
8 1/2
11 1/2
14 1/2
18
—
1
3
7 1/2
11

Tuesday's Games
Colorado 2, Chicago Cubs 1
Pittsburgh 6. Los Angeles 0, first game
Los Angeles 5. Pittsgurgh 3. second game
Montreal 4, St Louis 0
Houston 4. Florida 3
N Y Mets 3, Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 13, Milwaukee 8
Atlanta 4, Arizona 2
San Diego 10, Philadelphia 9. 10 innings
Today's Games
Cincinnati vs N Y Mets, 11:10 a.m.
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh. 12:35 p.m.
San Francisco at Milwaukee, 1:05 p.m
Colorado at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m
St Louis at Montreal, 605 p.m
Houston at Florida, 6,05 p m.
Atlanta at Arizona, 905 pm
Philadelphia at San Diego, 9:05 p m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
57
44
564
Boston
524
49
54
Toronto
55
53
509
Baltimore
47
58
448
Tampa Bay
45
59
433
C•ntral Division
Chicago
65
41
613
Cleveland
52
51
505
Detroit
49
56
467
Kansas City
47
58
448
Minnesota
48
61
440
Wsti1 Division
44
62
59
47
57
51
54
50

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

11

Mayfield-Graves 'Fall Ball' registration set
Registration tor the Mayfield-Graves County Baseball-Softball Association
tall leagues will be held Saturday from 2-4 p.m. at the Mayfield Ballpark's
new concession stand
'Fall Ball,' for all age groups from 4 years and up, will be played on Saturdays from Aug. 26 to Oct. 7. The purpose of 'Fall Ball' is to give players
skills in the league they will be playing in for the 2001 season.
Cost is $20 per player if already insured through the park during the summer season. For more information, contact Terry Wheeler at 270-247-2425
Pam Williams at 270-674-5965 or Ray James at 270-345-2104

West Tennessee Diamonds to hold tryouts
The 10U, 12U and 14U West Tennessee Diamonds girls' fast-pitch softball teams will hold a series of ioformational meetings and tryouts for the fall
2000-summer 2001 season at the following locations and dates.
Aug. 12 at 9 a.m. at Veterans Park in Huntingdon, Tenn.; Aug. 12 at 1
p.m. at Mulberry Park in McKenzie, Tenn.; Aug. 13 at 2 p.m. at Fairgrounds
Park in Paris, Tenn.; Aug. 19 at 9 a.m. at Muse Park in Jackson, Tenn.; and
Aug. 19 at 1 p.m. at Crossroads City Park in Parker's Crossroads, Tenn.
Age will be determined by the player's age on Jan. 1, 2001. All players
in west Tennessee are eligible to participate, and parents may also come to
any of the sessions listed.

__OT Swum DEAts
At

BRANDON411101NORLD
/X0094
P0044
B0051
B0032
00010
P0008
P0012
X0094
X0080
X0091
X009A
X0029
X0034
P0037C
X0096
X0095
P0042C
X0078A
B0061A
B0082C
X0017B

Murray, KY - Next to howe's
2000 Pontiac Montana Van - White
2000 Firebird - T-Tops, Loaded
2000 Buick Regal Grd Sport - Sunroof
2000 Buick LeSabre - Great Car
2000 Olds Intrigue GX
2000 Pontiac Firebird - Bright White
2000 Pontiac Grand Am SE - Sharp
2000 Pontiac Montana Van - Xtra Nice
2000 Buick LeSabre - Loaded
1999 Pontiac Sunfire Convertible
1999 Dodge Dakota X-Cab - Red & Loaded
1999 GMC X-Cab 4x4 - Ready To Go
1998 Dodge Neon Highline - 29,000 Miles
1998 Pontiac Montana Van - Blue & Clean
1997 Cadillac STS Diamond - White
1997 Pontiac Bonneville - Sunroof
1996 Chevrolet Silverado Z71 - 4x4
1995 Toyota Camry LE - White
1991 Olds Regency Elite - Only 77,000 Mile
1987 Mazda B2200 P/U -88,000 Miles
1987 Chevrolet Caprice - Gold, V8

Tickets $5.00
Call Ticket Office at 762-4895
for ticket information.

—
11 1/2
151/2
17 1/2
18 1/:'

SPORTS BRIEFS

Regional Special Events Center

401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

4
5112
12
13 in

Tuesday's Games
Oakland 3, Toronto 1, 10 innings
N Y Yankees 5. Kansas City 4
Tampa Bay 6. Cleveland 5
Chicago White Sox 4, Texas 3
Baltimore 10, Minnesota 0
Detroit 6, Anaheim 3
Seattle 5, Boston 4. 19 innings
Today's Games
Kansas City at NY Yankees. 11:05 alit
Minnesota at Baltimore. 2 05 pm
Toronto at Oakland. 2.35 P m
Detroit at Anaheim, 305 p.m
Cleveland at Tampa Bay, 605 pm
Chicago White Sox at Texas. 7 35 p in
Boston at Seattle, 905 pm
Thursday's Games
Texas at Toronto. 6:05 p m
Kansas City at N Y Yankees, 605 p.m
Cleveland at Tampa Bay, 6 15 p.m.

20,870
19,475
'23,525*
'21,965*
'191845*
16,185*
'15,225*
'20,870
'19,645
14,615
'15,335
'17,970
'7,890
15,300
26,350
14,955
14,990
'9,395
'7,895
2,495
'2,595

•All vehicles subject to prior sale, includes rebate's, plus tax, title & license.

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE

585
557
528
481

GB

Bill
Blackburn

Gary
Key

Janice
Aabridge

Jim
Suiter

Randy
Smith

11
Tripp
Purriom

Karen Rice
Hickman

7534315 CALL US TODAY 1100-4551315
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Study shows
moderate
dnniung trims
diabetics' risk
of heart disease

Check Out Our Super Specials
On Thursday, Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
F.& Sat.
8:00-8:00

Prices Good
August 2 thru
August 8

9/toot good 9oila

good 9cod

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

• ~MAWS
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Owen's Best Family Pack

Ground Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg

Extra Lean

Pork
Cutlets
$ 99

Steak

$2'9

L

Boneless Center Cut

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Pork Chops
Lunch
S099
Bags

Ground Round
89'

69'
Kentucky Farms

Skim Milk
89
1

B.G. Cheerios 10 oz.,
Wheaties 12 oz.
Corn Kix 9 oz.

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

#)/$400
Mix or Match Cm/

89
18 pk. $4

Best Yet

Best Yet

Orange Juice

Sugar

„oz 89'

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, A&W,
Diet Rite

$1 79

2 Liter

5 Lb

'299 BBQ Sauce
69' Detergent
'Muffin Mix
99

18 oz.

79' Macaroni

Tissue

100oz. $499

4IRoc

Jiffy orn

Prairie Farms

2% Milk

1/2gal

Grape Juice

Cookie Mix
Best Yet

Paper Towels

2P3°° Pinto Beans

Baked Ham
$429
Lb

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Ribs
99

$3

L

2/89t

Beans

15 oz.

iloo

2/$

acrAgresaxicocAer
Baby
Swiss

Cheese

Golden Ripe

Red
Seedless

Georgia
Sweet

Bananas

Grapes

Peaches

99t3

69!b

Idaho
Bakers

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Potatoes

Onions
$ 1 19

$429 4,,$.1 00
Lb

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Owen's Best Cajun
or Lemon Pepper

Beef
$#189

Turkey Breast
$429

Pork Loin
$499

C
m Lb

$299

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
17.5 oz.
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 1/2 Liter 6 pk $219
%#
nil
ow Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
4 Lb Bag 77
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 2 Uter

AmPAEricrs
Owen's Best
Boneless Honey

100

8.5 oz. %;

Betty Crocker Asst. Variety

BourlryBgRO

Singles

1Lucks
Great Northern, Pinto, Mixed
/$

Welch's White or Purple
64 oz 2/5°°

3/$1 00

Kraft American

Ultra Wisi< Liquid Laundry

Best Yet Bath

0
89

San Giorgio Spaghetti or
7 oz.

Hunt's

i4

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
A&W, Diet Rite

8!

Tomato
Juice

to Lb

gal.

89!.

xtra Lear
Minute

1„
Carrots
2/$
LL

100 39!

,.

DALLAS (AP) — Two new
studies support the idea that diabetics who make moderate drinking a routine are less likely to
suffer from heart disease, despite
fears it can throw off their bloodsugar balance.
Researchers have already shown
that having an occasional drink
with dinner is good for the general population; it cuts the risk of
heart disease and stroke by as
much as 20 percent.
In both new studies, which
appear in Monday's edition of Circulation, a journal of the American Heart Association, researchers
found that diabetics who consumed
more than half a drink per day
cut their heart disease risk in half
compared with those who rarely
drank or never consumed alcohol
at all.
Last year, researchers who spent
12 years studying 983 diabetics concluded that those who had one or
two drinks daily were up to 80
percent less likely to die of heart
disease.
The leader of one of the new
studies, Umed A. Ajani of Brigham
and Women's Hospital in Boston,
stressed that it would be unwise
for diabetics who don't drink to
suddenly start or for those who
drink small amounts to begin consuming more heavily.
Dr. Marian Parrott of the American Diabetes Association, who
was not involved in the studies,
agreed that diabetics should continue to control their diet, including limiting alcohol intake.
Some 16 million Americans suffer from diabetes, a disease caused
by the body's inability to produce
insulin, which can lead to kidney
failure. Eighty percent of diabetes
sufferers die from heart disease,
experts say.
Alcohol hinders the liver's ability to deliver sugar to the bloodstream, so doctors have been concerned that drinking might throw
off diabetics' blood sugar-insulin
balance.
"The apparent lack of influence
of light to moderate drinking on
the regulation of blood glucose
was noteworthy," wrote the New
Jersey Medical School's Dr. Timothy J. Regan in an accompanying editorial in Circulation.
One
possible
explanation:
Researchers have attributed alcohol's benefits to its ability to
increase the amount of HDL, or
good cholesterol, in the bloodstream. HDL cholesterol helps keep
arteries clean and could aid in the
regulation of blood sugar.

Environmental
group disputes
ABC report on
organic foods
NEW YORK (AP) — An environmental watchdog group called
for the firing of ABC News correspondent John Stossel, who in
a report called organic food no
safer than regular food and warned
it could even be dangerous.
Stossel's report, first aired on
the newsmagazine "20/20- in February, seemed in part to debunk
the common belief that organic
food is safer because no pesticides are used.
"Our tests surprisingly found
no pesticide residue on the conventional samples or the organic."
he said.
But the Washington-based Environmental Working Group charges
that pesticide tests that were never
conducted for the show.
The group says it has complained
to ABC News president David Westin as well as Stossel.
Even so, the report was repeated on a July 7 edition of "20/20."
On that broadcast, Stossel reiterated his point in a comment to
anchor Cynthia McFadden: "It's
logical to worry about pesticide
residues, but in our tests, we found
none on either organic or regular
produce."
Stossel has won a wide following
on ABC with his contrarian
approach to hot-button issues. taking on such things as government
regulation and defendants who
claim to be victims. The segment's
producer, David Fitzpatrick, is traveling in Africa and unavailable for
comment. The network said neither he nor Stossel would comment until the matter could be
looked into.
The group said scientists working for the show did test produce
for bacteria, but 11114, for pesticides.
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Postal Service looking into Internet services
WASHINGTON (AP) — Uncle
Sam wants YOUUSPS.COM.
Fearing that e-mail and online
bill paying could take a fatal bite
out of first-class mail in coming
years, officials with the U.S. Postal
Service are testing a variety of eservices for Americans, including
one that would assign virtually
everybody an e-mail address.
The new service, postal officials say, could notify customers
by e-mail about an incoming bill
or package, which they could then
reroute to another address.
Another proposal, set to begin
a three-year consumer test next
month, would allow customers to
send e-mails to a post office to
be printed and delivered as firstclass mail — much like a service already provided by a private
company.
And third program, already available, lets customers pay bills online
through the Postal Service's Web
site.
Benjamin Franklin, our first post-

master, would be amazed.
Postal Service spokeswoman Sue
Brennan called the e-projects "a
way for customers to choose how
they want to get their correspondence."
The post office predicts that in
2003, first-class mail, now a $35
billion business- and its top revenue-producing service, will begin
an unprecedented decline at the
hands of booming e-mail and online
billing services.
Under its own online bill system, the Postal Service charges
customers $6 per month to send
20 electronic transactions, or $2
per month and 40 cents apiece for
unlimited transactions.
The e-mail-to-paper system
would cost about 41 cents per
message — eight cents more than
current 33-cent postage.
Under the e-mailbox proposal,
virtually every American would be
assigned a free e-mail address corresponding to their street address.
Customers could simply link the

service to any present e-mail
address they have, or opt for a
special online postal box. Customers could then get an e-mail
address using their initials, followed
by their nine-digit ZIP code and
the last two numbers of their street
address — with "usps.com" tacked
at the end.
For instance, Bill Clinton (1600
Pennsylvania Ave., Washington,
D.C., 20500-0003) would get the
e-mail
address:
bc20500000300usps.com
Not the sort of thing you'd rattle off at a cocktail party. but it's
tough to replicate.
It's no news that Americans are
avid e-mailers. A new study by
the Pew Internet and American
Life Project found that more than
90 million people have Internet
access. Of those, about 84 million use e-mail regularly, while 16
million have used some sort of
online banking service.
But followers of e-commerce had
mixed reactions to the postal email proposal.

"They're in catch-up mode," said
Donald Heath, president of the
nonprofit Internet Society, based
in Reston. Va. "It sounds like they're
not in touch with the reality of
the Internet at this point."
Heath said most people who
would use the service already have
e-mail — and that the rest probably wouldn't log on for the tracking service.
"As schemes go, this one isn't
bad," said Rob Enderle of Giga
Information Group, a Santa Clara,
Calif.-based technology research
firm. "It absolutely makes sense
— they are in the business of
delivering mail, and e-mail is a form
of mail. So ignoring that mode is
a way of making yourself obsolete."
The Postal Service already
waded into the brave new world
of e-mail in 1998, when it began
testing a kind of certified e-mail
service called PostECS, which
sends electronic receipts for contracts and other important docu-

ments transmitted over the Internet.
Last year, it rolled out its heralded online postage system. The
Postal Service says 280.000 customers have printed $22.6 million
worth of "online stamps" since
July 1999, but the service has yet
to deliver a profit.
Gene Johnson. chief executive
officer of Mail2000, a Bethesda,
Md., company that translates e-

mail messages into first-class
customers would probably find
little use for the Postal Service email tracking system, but insisted
that reports of the death of firstclass mail are greatly exaggerated.
"We really don't see where it's
going to disappear," he said. "Even
our customers who want their messages delivered electronically, they
want to see the hard copy'
said

ARE YOU READY
TO QUIT PLAYING
WITH TOYS?

$14995

HOME

BG 55•

New

Feelings can be aired without disrespect
QUESTION: My 6-year-old
has suddenly become sassy and
disrespectful in her manner at
home. She told me to "buzz off"
when I asked her to take out
the trash, and she calls me names
when she gets angry. I feel it is
important to permit this emotional outlet, so I haven't tried
to suppress it. Do you agree?
DR. DOBSON: I'm afraid I
don't. Your daughter is aware of
her sudden defiance, and she's
waiting to see how far you will
let her go. If you don't discourage disrespectful behavior now,
you can expect some wild experiences during the adolescent years
to come.
With regard to your concern
about emotional ventilation, you
are right in saying your daughter
needs to express her anger. She
should be free to say anything to
you provided it is said in a respectful manner. It is acceptable to say,
"I think you love my brother more
than me," or, "You weren't fair
with me, Mom."
There is a thin line between
what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior at this point. The
child's expression of strong frustration, even resentment and anger,
should be encouraged if it exists.
You certainly don't want her to

anyway.

FOCUS ON TM: FAMILY
DR. JAMES DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
bottle it inside. On the other hand,
you should not permit your daughter to resorting to name-calling
and open rebellion. "Mom, you
hurt my feelings in front of my
friends" is an acceptable statement. "You stupid idiot, why didn't you shut up when my friends
were here?" is obviously unacceptable.
If the child's viewpoint is
approached rationally as described
in the first statement, it would be
wise for the mother to sit down
and try to understand that viewpoint. She should be big enough
to apologize to the child if she
was wrong. If she feels she was
right, however, she should calmly
explain why she •reacted as she
did and tell the child how they
can avoid a collision next time.
It is possible to ventilate feelings
without sacrificing parental respect,
and the child should be taught
how to do it. This communicative
tool will be very useful later in

life, especially in a possible future
marriage..
•••••
QUESTION: My wife and
are keenly aware of how difficult it is to be good parents,
and at times we feel very inadequate to do the job. How does
a mom or dad know what's best
for a child from day to day?
DR. DOBSON: The most dedicated parents go through times
when they fear they aren't responding properly to their children. They
wonder if they're overreacting or
underreacting, being too strict or
too lenient. They suspect that
they're making major mistakes that
will haunt them later on.
Fortunately, parents don't have
to do everything right. We all
make thousands of little mistakes
- and a few big ones - that we
wish we could reverse. But somehow, most kids roll with these
blunders and come out just fine

head and neck cancers annually.
Scientists at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Clinic in Houston report
that the combination therapy caused
tumors to shrink in 25 of 30
patients tested. Their findings are
reported in the August issue of
the journal Nature Medicine, published Tuesday.

Cancerous tumors, some as large
as 2 1/2 inches, disappeared in
eight patients, the scientists reported. In others, the tumors shrank
by up to half.
They reported that ONYX-015
in combination with chemothera
py is more effective than either
treatment alone.

Henry County Fair Association
Visit the Henry Co. Fair

www.tnfairs.com

Small Car and Powder Puff
Demolition Derbies

Sat., Aug. 12,
7 p.m.
Big Car Demolition Derby

Sat., Aug. 19,
7 p.m.
Gates Open at 3 p.m.;
Gate Admission: $6.00

chance to d " a 74 Mustang II
WINin theThe
Small Car Derby. $8.00 per chance. Car is
ye

4
11:1
1
"
4

Let me give you what I consider to be the key to good parenting. It is to learn how to get
behind the eyes of your child, seeing what he sees and feeling what
he feels. When you know his frame
of mind, your response becomes
obvious. For example, when he's
lonely, he needs your company.
When he's defiant, he needs your
help in controlling impulses. When
he's afraid, he needs the security
of your embrace. When he's happy,
he needs to share his laughter and
joy with those he loves.
Raising healthy children, then,
is not so much a science as it is
a highly developed art, and most
of us have the natural intuitive
faculties to learn it. Take the time
to observe those kids who live in
your house. If you tune in closely to what they say and do, the
feelings behind those behaviors
will soon become apparent. Then
your reaction to what you've seen
will lead to more confident parenthood.

SUBSCRIBE

Drug,gene therapy combo promising
WASHINGTON (AP) — A combination of gene therapy and drugs
is showing promise in treating
" head and neck cancers, researchers
in Texas report.
If borne out in further trials,
the findings could point the way
to more effective treatment of
almost 500,000 people who suffer

Blower features Quad PowerTm engine aria
round nozzle Easily converts to vacuum

(

Trimmer features Quad PowerTm engine
upright fuel tank, and a lightweight/balanced
design

New

"
$149

Shedder vac features Quad Power"'
engine and 2-year consumer
warranty. Easily converts to Mower

'199
"
MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571
Chestnut St.• Murray
ficours: Man.-Sat_ 7:30 - 5:00
www.stihlusa.com
...

.STIHE _1

..........
Siti144141A SAZUIR
Lt_4C5111,4U,
Hurry In -Offer Expires August 18, 2000!

Take A Break While You Still Can!
Get Everything For Only

$4995

/ $995 '
Installation)
\ *Limited
Time,/ 5
\ Only
•

per month

Guaranteed For 12 Months!
•

sAvE,
*20 )
,per month

•

*Full Expanded Basic
*The Charter MV19 Fackage
with HBO, Showtime, Cinemax
and the Movie Channel
*Digital Terminal *Digital Choice

Derby-ready. Win and Get In!
Sponsored by Outlaw's Auto Salvage, Repair-Sales

- No Alcoholic Beverages Permitted DRIVER RULES
•NO WATER OR SAND IN TIRES
*Driver must have mit bell shoulder ternoss and crash helmet
<>WY CARS • no 4 wheel doves, hearse or Irmo
TT ED FvcrtPI
•CARS MUST REMAlN STOCK, NO REINFORCEMENT PE
,
Ma bor. otach may be permitted, 1X.11 1 0000n01 DOW" maY PIACI
.0001010
TOM morose driverl door bul mull not ertend over El inches past deo
,Oren rips Fender wells may be cut 001 10 esceed 3' egad!lire
.NO AIR SHOCKS OR SHACKLES PERMITTED
.ALL GLASS 4-ducky isesceshreld head A tsollights must he removed Door
hanceee. ?rune fondled end all $ide chrome mull be removed
Al doors must be closed end welded or secured velh chow, Door reinforcement slowed el ludges discretion
•Fleer seal mull be removed lee inspection of 'rune Truce must be empty
.OAS TANK MUST BE REMOVED FROM STOCK POSITION • It may he min
cited In real compartment 01 COI FIRMLY SECURED and covered with metal
Or rubber
substitute tank Is Nighty recommended sucn es an outboard motor tank A
mavens^ of 5 gallons of Nei permitted
Amery may be relocated it moved to lovers Comportment II roue be Securtel
and Weaned to poled driver from acid Only one[emery permitted Coveting
dleelbutor. remcrring len or hand Profile porectled

nu'

*Driver and 2 helpus only ,n pit area No one under le allowed in or, area
eltorvi roust have an eight mch (a) hole Cu? over ca,buretor vi cat* ot fire
totood must be where I can be opened for nspecton by Judges Hood must
then be securely fastened down
-No studded tires
•Powdre Puff Derby women only
*Smell Car Derby ltnuted to 4 cyhrider cars only
41UMPERS MUST BE IN shock POSITION AND WILL BE MEASURED FOR
car has already been Wol
HEIGHT NOT TO EXCEED 26 INCHES MAX
it viii
.,,
m
o ust
,un meet t1105 bumper regulation end all Other rules
ro
on00.4oDe:
bope
*Sponsors name may be canted On Ce, anywhere creed on doers Each Cill,
must have a iarge number pointed on •act,door In case of duoliCale number.
Judge's *ell assign number
410 ELECTRIC FUEL PUMPS
440 ELECTRIC FANS ALLOWED
'ALL CARS MUST BE CHECKED IN AND ENTRY FEE PAID BY 5 30 P1A NO
EXCEPTIONS
•THERE WILL BE A MANDATORY DRIVERS MEETING Alit 30 PM
•ANYONE HITTING DRIVERS DOOR INTENTIONALLY WILL BE
DISOUALIFIED
-ANY DRIVER UNDER lit MUST HAVE PARENT PRESENT
MUST FIE RE MOVE PT MONDAY 10 00 A A4 NO
EXCEPTIONS

▪

CARS

*AU.JUIVES_DECISIORS ARE EINALIII

ter

ChigitaI

Cable.

MONTMLY CABLE rv AND EQUIPMENT FEES ARE ADDITIONAL Any introductory premum senoce sutiscriphon offers are good only tor ems specified thereillor Man
2hulabie vi IS weft Limited cab* required to receive
doll ^lone* Merlon` Mtnnce leaf WON, Aveasbarty of program services subiect ro change not all program serwes
may apply only ir
Opeorel pennon featured Otter applies to services featured herein offer does nol apply to premium sernces currently subscnbed to by customer Otter
standerd erstallatorvconnectron on one TV set in wed sernceable areas other installatroniconneCtion or relocation fees may apply to addrtional TV sets Oeer may eon
and other restriceons may WON CALI. YOUR LOCAL SERVICE PROVIDER FOR COMPLETE OFFER DETAILS

Call Nowl
753-5005
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Educator attends NASA workshop

lir

113

FOODS
‘1sA,

k i, DISCOVER
t' ACCEP113
SERVE TH1
MIT QUAY)
h

rtiolts1

\

•

623 South 4th St.• M
270-759-1144•Mon.-Sat.7 a.m. -

LOW LOW PRICES

Nunn Better Corn Meal
5 Lb. Bag

99

59
'

12 Pk.12 oz. Can $2
•

Reese's Peanut Butter
18 oz Jar

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

32 oz.

1.19

6 oz. Can

44°

Assorted Flavors

Crisco

Gatorade

Vegetable Oil

88

77

SI
48 oz.
Bottle

Red Gold Ketchup

Sunshine High Protein Dog Food
20 Lb. Bag

28 oz Bottle

3.37

Smucker's Strawberry Jam
2 Lb Jar

„.

Langley Research

ities, attended seminars by NASA
researchers, engineers and technicians and studied topics ranging
from aeronautics to interplanetary
exploration.
Both NASA and educators are
alike in that they stretch the boundaries and prove that things that
couldn't be done yesterday will
be done tomorrow. With this mindset, the NEW participants have
picked up the challenge to immerse
their next class of students in
NASA materials.
The participants also are charged
to share their NEW experience
with other educators in their
schools, divisions and state.
NEW is funded by NASA Education Division and is a collabo-

78'

Faygo Drinks

$Il•87

120 12 oz $1.49

QUALITY MEATS

EYE HEALTH & YOUR VISION

Dr. David Jaco
106 N.6th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-2842 • www.ecak.com
Eye Examinations Top Back-To-School Lists
Parents, what's on your child's back to
school list? Notebook? Pens? Pencils?
Maybe a backpack? How about an eye
examination?
Actually, an eye exam should he at the top
of the list, according to the American
Optometric Association (A0A). That's
because vision is such a large component of
the learning process. Vision problems,
whether they are obvious or not, can hinder
a child's ability to learn to read, and later,
to read to learn.
Though eye disease is rare in children, eye
care professionals will examine both the
interior and exterior of the eyes for signs of
eye disease and for signs ofgeneral health

Cent

CLOYD J. BUMGARDNER

Chicken of the Sea Tuna

LIi

ataiodi

This summer, 26 kindergarten
through 12th-grade teachers and
administrators traded in chalkboards, hall passes and dismissal
bells for wind tunnel tests, acoustic
labs and aeronautic-related briefings as they attended a two week
NASA Educator Workshop(NEW).
The educators were invited to
attend NEW as a state team consisting of three to four members.
Among the participants was a
local educator team from Kentucky. Cloyd J. Bumgardner, principal of Calloway County Middle
School, Murray, was a member of
the team.
At the conclusion of the workshop, Bumgardner stated, "The
NASA NEW program has been an
excellent professional development
activity. The program has helped
me understand the emerging technologies and space-based industries.
The program will help the faculty and staff of Calloway County
Middle School prepare our children for success in the global
economy."
The NEW program was designed
to encourage students' enthusiasm
for mathematics, science and technology by engaging teachers in an
exciting program that can be infused
in their curriculum.
The NEW program is a unique
combination of scientific and technological information with handson experiences.
During the two weeks, the teachers learned about cutting-edge
NASA projects, visited NASA facil-

problems, like diabetes, that may show up
in the eyes. Other tests will check the
child's ability to see sharply and clearly at
near and far distances, eve coordination
and eye muscle function to ensure the eyes
are working in sync with one another, the
ability to change focus easily from near to
far and vice versa, depth perception, and
eye-hand-foot coordination.
The eye doctor will also test the child for
lazy eye, nearsightedness, farsightedness.
astigmatism, crossed-eyes and color vision
deficiencies and recommend any appropriate treatment, such as glasses or vision
therapy, that the child needs.

rative effort between NASA Langley's Office of Education and the
National Science Teacher Association.
Selected teacher teams were
drawn from Langley's five-state
pre-college service region that
includes Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia and
West Virginia. There were also
two visiting educators from Bordeaux, France.

Lotto winners
collect money,
return to work
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —
It's baCk to work Tuesday for most
of the 25 employees of a Vero
Beach golf club who shared the
winning ticket from a $65 million
Florida Lotto drawing last month.
JoAnne Dowling, who bought
the winning ticket for the group,
will be managing the dining room
at the Bent Pine Golf Club, making
sure the tablecloths, china and silverware are properly set for lunch.
"It's too good of a place to
quit,” Dowling said.
Since the club is closed Mondays, Dowling and 13 of the other
winners were able to take a six hour bus ride to Tallahassee to receive more than $23 million — the
one-time, after-tax payout from the
July 22 jackpot. The winners could
have received the full $65 million,
minus taxes, if they had chosen a
payout over 30 years.
"I have not slept, there's just too
much excitement," Dowling said.
She will be joined at the club
Tuesday by nearly all of the new
almost-millionaires.

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
Presents

RWEGItirifiS &\,;/
'\
featuring

CLAY CAMPBELL

wn

and the CAMPBELL BOYS

"57

SCOTTIE EEENSON
U.S.N. Choice Whole (Sliced Free)

$1.39
Beef
Minute Steak $1.99
U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin
Tip Steaks
$1.89 Lb
Sirloin Tip

Lb.

Lb

JACK HEIM
BLUEGRASS

fill

Country Style

JUST US

111

Ribs

GENE WATSON

Mil

The MCICENDREE'S

1!11

U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin

Tip Roast

Pork

Cutlets

OLD SANTA FE

FRESH PRODUCE

and Special Guests

SATURDAY

In

VW
.

PPM 4:

rif

UI

AUGUST 5th,2000
at the Playhouse

MURRAY,KY
3PM until?

FRE
E
ADMISSION
DONATIONS ACCEPTED
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT
PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

Fresh Green

Celery
California

Peaches
Sno White

Mushrooms

77' Broccoli
Yellow
th.611' Onions
New Crop Russet
97° Potatoes

Large Stalk

8 oz Pkg

97'
97
'
1.77

Large Stalk

3 Lb. Bag

10 Lb. Bag

SPONSORED BY

WHMS 91.3
WILLIE 94.7
FROGGY 103.7
JACKSON PITRCHASE
FRIENDS Or BLUEGRASS
M. S filmommt••••••••• ••••••• mo-• hosehtvg.••••

.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL
CLASS!Fl ED .‘D IIATES

lAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Peruxt )

753-1916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Line Ads $7 00 minimum lot day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper iTues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide l $250 extra for blind box ad,

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

010

010

Legal Notice

tire

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

010

Legal Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.99-CI-00397
JOE D. SMITH,

PLAINTIFF
NOTICE OF SALE

DAWN CALLAHAN,
and husband, RAY CALLAHAN,
WILLIAM L. JACKSON,
and wife, LATTIE B. JACKSON,
and LINETH C. POTTER,
and wife, DELORES J. POTTER,

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 22, 2000, in the matter of Dawn Callahan, and husband Ray Callahan, and William L. Jackson, and wife, Lattie B
Jackson, and in the matter of Lineth C. Potter and wife, Delores J.
Potter, on June 30, 2000, in the above cause, I shall, proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
August 21, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I: PROPERTY OWNED BY DAWN CALLAHAN
AND HUSBAND. RAY CALLAHAN:
Lots NIXs) 273, Unit III in Wildcat Village as shown by plat of
same recorded in Plat Book 9, Page 31, Slide 736, Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.

s/s Freed Curd
FREED CURD, MAYOR

TRACT III: PROPERTY OWNED BY LINETH C. POTTER,
and wife. DELORES J. POTTER:

VS.,

DATED this 13th day of July, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

s/s Freed Curd
Freed Curd, Mayor

Vettt"_l~iA-,V

ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON
JULY 27, 2000.

020

Norio

Summary prepared by:
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

County Line
Produce

NOTICE

Peaches-N-Cream
Corn
Yellow & V\P-iite Corn
Hwy. 121 N.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Murray
1301 N. 12th St.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
489-2211

All stored items in storage unit 161 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South.
Murray, KY 42071. have been abandoned and
if all charges for storage unit 161 are not paid
in full on or before August 10, 20(X). Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in unit 161. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 161 will be posted
at a later time.

BIBLE
MESSAGE

Ir/Ccawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9 p.m.
Lunch from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Tentative Schedule:

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent (10%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be.
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.

Most days of week, weather permitt.ng
Arrival approx. 10:30 a.m.
Selling until 7 p.m. if necessary

August will feature wonderful peaches'

Variety

Amfax_Rigeninsi_Tima
's
Current
July 28 - Aug. 10
July 28 - Aug. 10
Aug. 1 -Aug 12

Glohaven
Yakama Hale
Biscoe
Cresthaven
Elberla Queen
Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

Aug. 5 - Aug. 15
Aug. 10 - Aug. 20
Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug 20 - Sept. 1

Please keep this ad for future reference
For additional information or requests.
telephone the orchard at

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
• Pizza
• Catfish
• Bean roll

Get your Bar-B-Que
here!

•.Sat. Breakfast Buffet
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet $6 95
• Sun. Lunch Buffet

1

CLASSIFIEDS
MAKES CENTS!

DATED this 17th day of July, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Next to North's Car Wash

COPELAND
ORCHARDS
Peaches, Sweet
Corn, Nectarines
& Vegetables

Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

Being the same property conveyed from Paul I. LaRock, and
wife, Ruth H. LaRock, to David V. Smith, single, by Deed dated
September 10, 1988, and recorded in Book 297, Page 623, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

On Diuguid Dr.
Sale is on
Aug. 5th
9 a.m.
for the following
storage units:
#5, 8, 49 & 51.

1301 N. 12th St.
Hwy.641

PLAINTIFF

Lots No. 2 and 3 in Block "C" in the C.E. Hatcher Addition to
the Town of Almo, Kentucky, as shown by plat recorded in Deed
Book 28, Page 260, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office

Storage

Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que, Ribs, Chicken,
Tenderloin & Custom Barbecuing

4)PEACHES

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale enteied by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 11, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, August
21, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 250 First Street. Alm°. Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows to wit:

AAA Mini

MURRAY
LOCATION

North of Murray at Intersection
464 & 1824 •(270) 753-1934

DEFENDANTS

Yellow
BODACIOUS
Sweet Corn Ready Now!
$1.50! dozen 3mi North of
Murray Call 753-3113 to
place order

Dine In or Take Out

Crawford's Bara-Que

NOTICE OF SALE

DAVID SMITH,SINGLE,AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

Gladys & Terry Clevidence
Gerald Tatman Martin
Marvin Nicholas Martin, MD
Carolyn Bonds

Attest: s/s Sarah Duncan
Sarah Duncan, City Clerk

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00211.

Said deed is recorded in Book 171, Card 341, in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk.

We wish to thank all our
Calloway County family and
friends for their acts of kindness
during the extended illness and
death of our loved one, Evelyn
Lawrence Martin.
Your calls, cards, gifts, prayers
and visits revealed the heart of a
Godly people. Your comforting
words and presence will always
be remembered.
May God richly bless each of
you.

AN ORDINANCE ENACTING AND
ADOPTING A SUPPLEMENT TO THE
CODE OF ORDINANCES OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,AS SERVICER
FOR UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
F/D/B/A PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL
BANK & TRUST COMPANY,

CARD OF THANKS

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2000-1220

759-5177

Being a part of the same property deeded to Wildcat
Enterprises, Inc., from Don H. Doran, dated February 27, 1987,
of record on Microfilm in Book 169, Card 2362, in the office of
the Clerk of Calloway County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent (10%) on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.

Cctrd of Thank

Legal Notice

411.

ORDINANCE PREPARED BY
Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Lot No(s)87, Unit I in Wildcat Village as shown by plat of same
recorded in Plat Book 8, Page 88, Slide 688, Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.

Said deed is recorded in Book 172, Card 911, in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk.

Special Price

Murray St-ate University is accepting bids for
the construction of reinforced concrete foundations and reinforced masonry/cast stone
columns at a location on the Murray State
University campus. Bids are due and will
open August 11, 2000. Bid advertisements
may be obtained by calling (270) 762-2091
and referencing Bid Number CC-052D-01.

WHEREAS, the City of Murray has for
sometime provided recycle bins for collection
of glass, plastics, and aluminum cans, and
WHEREAS, there is now a problem with
undesignated materials being placed in said
recycle bins, and
WHEREAS, in order to continue the recycle
program the depositing of undesignated
materials must be stopped, and
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY
ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any person to place in any recycle bin any materials
not designated by the Sanitation Department
as acceptable for deposit in recycle bins.
Section 2. Violation of this Ordinance shall
be punishable by a fine of not less than $50
nor more than $100 per occurrence.
Section 3. All Ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are to the extent
of such conflict hereby repealed.
Section 4. This Ordinance shall take effect
and be in full force when passed, published,
and recorded according to law.

Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

AN ORDINANCE WHICH CREATES A
VIOLATION FOR DUMPING
UNDESIGNATED MATERIALS IN
RECYCLE BINS.

TRACT II: PROPERTY OWNED BY WILLIAM L. JACKSON,
and wife. LATTIE B. JACKSON:

Subject to restrictions as are more particularly set out in Plat
referenced above.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

ACCEPTING BIDS

INTRODUCED BY THE CITY COUNCIL
ON JULY 13, 2000.
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON
JULY 27, 2000.

Being a part of the same property deeded to Wildcat
Enterprises, Inc., from Don H. Doran, dated February 27, 1987,
of record on Microfilm in Book 169, Card 2362, in the office of
the Clerk of Calloway County Court.

Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs 1 p.m.

ORDINANCE NO.2000-1219

Subject to restrictions as are more particularly set out in Plat
referenced above.

Lot No(s) 122, Unit 2 in Wildcat Village as shown by plat of
same recorded in Plat Book 8, Page 101, Slide 701, Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.

Tues. 3 p.m.

010

Legal Notice

s/s Sarah Duncan
SARAH DUNCAN, CITY CLERK

Subject to restrictions as are more particularly set out in Plat
referenced above.

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

010
Legal Notice

Being a part of the same property deeded to Wildcat
Enterprises, Inc., from Don H. Doran, dated February 27, 1987,
of record on Microfilm in Book 169, Card 2362, in the office of
the Clerk of Calloway County Court.

Said deed is recorded in Book 172, Card 2016, in the office of the
Calloway County Clerk.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Just Say "Charge It" M

010

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VS.,

Ad Deadlines
Publish

The Shed
Café
Located 8 miles
north of Murray, KY at
Dexter, KY.

We sell our Bar-B-Oue
by the pound
Ask about
our specials
Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm Closed
every Monday
Phone 437-4566

Mayfield

623-8312
New Life
Bookstore

Autizieftailey
Sale
Sale Ends

Sat.

Court Square
060

Help Wanted
ARE You connected"'
Internet users wanted'
5350-5850 week
www getwealthy net
ATLANTA Based Properly
Management Company
Looking for full time
Leasing
Consultant
Please tax work history to
Cammie 270-759-3005
EOE
DISHWASHER & Pizza
Day Buffet person Arem
9am-3pm Makers Apply in
person pick up application
anytime
Pagliai's
in
Murray
NOW Hinng for lunch shift
11-2. starts 56/1r Plus tips
Apply
in
person
at
Breaktime Billiards on 94E
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060
Help Wanted

FULL and temporary office
position openings Skills
required include data entry,
records management, and
ability to work in a team
environment Rate based
in experience Automotive
experiences
a
plus
Benefits include training,
holiday & vacation pay,
medical and dental insurance and 401K programs
offered Please fax your
resume to Paula
901-642-1990
HELP Wanted
Kitchen and waitresses for
Cypress Springs Resort
call for appt 436-5496
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information
LABORER Wanted:
For granite, tile work
Some heavy lifting. Must
have own transportation.
Steady work. Pay raise as
you learn. Start $7/hr. Pick
up application at Tile Mart.
On 121 North or call 7538087 between 8am- 3pm.
LEGAL
Secretary.
Proficient
in
Word
Processing. Transcription
& should possess good
communication skills. Send
resume to: P.0 Box 1023
Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL Medical Office
Seeking
Secretary/
Receptionist
General
office duties. Must be
mature bright individual
with good public relations
& an eye for detail.
Insurance experience very
helpful. Position will be for
30hrs
weekly.
Send
resume with references to:
P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray. KY 42071
NEEDED Someone to
pass flyers for local business 767-0508
NURSERY
Attendant
needed for local church
from 8:00am- 12.00pm.
Rate $6.00/hr. References
Required. Must have own
transportation. Send letters
of interest to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2 2000

Nurses Aide
Full Time
10 p.m.-6 am.
Prefer-exp. but will
train. Pleasant
atmosphere. Good
working conditions.
Apply in person

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
WE

060
Help Wanted

SIGN- ON- BONUS
Shady
Lawn
Nursing
Home. Cadiz has an opening for full time RN/ LPN
charge nurse position
Evening shift Apply in person E.O.E.
WAREHOUSE
Delivery
help. Part time- full time
Evenings & weekends
Heavy lifting Thurman
Furniture. 753-4834.
WORK From Home
$672- $4,947.1 mo PT/ FT
1-888-360-9148 or
www cash-street com

IN MURRAY
Immediate opening for an energetic, mot4ted individual with a congenial personality.
REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work without
supervision and function efficiently under time pressures.
RESPONSIBILITIES
• Typing & word processing
• Computerized bookkeeping
• Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:
P.O. Box 429, Murray, KY 42071.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING
*4 Week Programs
*Day or Evening Classes
*Job Placement Assistance

00
0
s
CALL NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky
Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield, KY
Equat Eclucabon and Employment Cppolundaas • AV 0

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks, car hops
and counter help for all shifts
Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

Be Your Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
slit&
after 10 a.m.
V:101
1001 Whitnell Avenue
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Department of Development & Alumni Affairs,
Murray State University
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree with a minimum of three
years of responsible experience in a business or university setting:
excellent communications, public relations, time-management, and
self-directed work skills required. Ability to work in a fast-paced environment and interact with high-level professional leadership necessary. Ability to conduct prospect research and develop prospective
review profiles. Ability to maintain confidentiality is critical. Typing,
word processing, and computer systems skills essential (MS Word,
Excel, Access, etc.) RESPONSIBILITIES: Manage comprehensive
capital campaign office; create and maintain files; schedule on and off
campus meetings; create correspondence; maintain budget records
and reports; conduct prospect research and develop prospect review
profiles; keep campaign schedule on track. When public portion of
campaign ends in April 2001. continue to manage pledge and payment portion through June 2003. Beginning in June 2001, prospect
research and review will become a major portion of responsibilities.
APPLICATION DEADLINE:August 7, 2000. TO APPLY: Send letter of interest, resume, along with names, addresses and telephone
numbers of three professional references to: Roger Reichmuth.
Search Committee Chair, Office of Development and Alumni Affairs,
Murray State University, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs
Center, Murray, KY 42071-3313.

COORDINATOR OF
TELEMARKETING/ANNUAL FUND
Department of Development & Alumni Affairs,
Murray State University
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree with at least one-year professional experience (may be university advancement, assisting
telemarketing in a university). Proficiency in MS Office Suite
(Word,
Excel); strong interpersonal communication (written and verbal)
and
organizational skills. Preference to applicants with creative
print
design, managerial experience, and working with volunteer
s.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Designing strategies to increase annual gifts
and donor participation through telemarketing, direct mail, and
special events; initiating new and innovative prospect segmentation
and
appeals; coordinating, managing, and supervising all telephone
and
direct mail solicitations for the University, including alumni and special contingencies. APPLICATION DEADLINE: August 11, 2000.
TO APPLY: Send a letter of interest, resume, along with names,
addresses and telephone numbers of three professional references to:
Jim Carter, Search Committee Chair, Office of Development and
Alumni Affairs, Murray State University, 106 Development and
Alumni Affairs Center, Murray, KY 42071-3313.
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Help Warded

& Childcare

Word to Buy

&Idol
For llogo

Business Rental
,
1 AINTER
Helper with
CLEANING houses is my HOMES,
Apartments
,
GAS Log fireplace $900. 2 DREXEL Bedroom furni- BUILDING For
transportation and phone
Lease 519
business Reliable Call Commercial, Farms Quick
years old, excellent condi- ture. King hdbrd Triple S 12th St
489-2512
(Hwy 641S.)
Linda 759-9553
Baker/ tion 5x4x2t1. 18,000 btu dresser with mirror, 2
Closings
ntte Call 753-1342 for info
PART Time Housekeeping
FEMALE Housekeeper/ Investments 1-800-531 - a/c window unit. $500. Call stands Top quality, excelWeekends
Part
time cook Prefer non-smoker
, 2246
759-9402 after 4:30p m
lent condition 759-9874
housekeeping, weekdays
no alcohol References,
ALL Toys & Collectibles
MOTORIZED Lane Action
Apply in person Days Inn,
background check Safe
Made before 1980
Recliner. 753-5415
mornings only 641S
driver, large home near
270-759-3456
Ertillmnom
3 or More bedroom, prete
SALTTreated Swing set
PART-TIME resort house- park Live in available
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, with fort & slide 25 year
county 1 adult. 1 child, ref
keeping aide. Saturday
615-748-3608
JOHN Deere 320, 148
Furniture and Primitives
erences 270-354-9280
warranty $100 435-4667
hours
mandatory
hours $5200 435-4290
GRANDMA'S Full house We Will Buy 1 Piece or or 753-1682
Additional weekly hours
Has openings for all ages Entire Estates Call
available Call Susan 436STORAGE Buildings built
For Rent
759-0757
753-3633
Mai*
2345.
on sight Any size, paced
WILL Babysit in my home CASH paid for good, used hundreds
under any other
ROUTE DRIVER
ELECTRIC Guitar for sale 1 OR 2br apts near downon Tuesdays & Thursdays rifles, shotguns, & pistols
competitor's price Call
Minimum
qualifications
Fender Squire Telecaster town Murray starling at
environ- Benson Sporting Goods, 437-4877
Non-Smoking
for details
stable work history, Class
in excellent condition $200/mo. 753-4109.
ment. 759-9374
519 S 12th Murray
B, CDL. clear MVR
STRAW for sale $2 bale Excellent
WILL Clean houses and
sound quality, 1BR apt available all appliBenefits include: medical, offices 489-2544 after
Call 489-2436 if no answer, new strings
Asking $300 ances furnished Mur-Cal
dental, vision, competitive 5pm or please leave
leave message
150
obo This is the guitar Realty 753-4444
a
Articles
pay, vacation, 401K, stock message
EXERCISE
equipment- Metallica uses Call 759- 1BR Furnished cozy apt.
purchase
For Sale
plan.
stair stepper, weight sta- 9215
Near hospital. W/D. sepaApplications accepted at:
100
tion, treadmill, cardioglide, SNARE Drum/ Bell
rate utilities, credit for
combi10 double hung windows rower.
Waste Management,
Business
Call Tern 270-382- nation for middle school cleaning. 1 year lease.
3'x4'w/whit
3426 St. At 45 South,
e
vinyl
outside 2164.
Opportunity
12th month free. Call
band. $375. Call
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
/inside can be painted or TOUCH screen cash
435-4272.
regis762-4120Day
BEAU r And Tanning stained to match panel
ter terminals w/ printer.
JERRY'S Custom
1BR Like new, all appli753-3384- Night.
Salon well established. 3 These are flip out kind for
Sharp model #3300 full
Cabinets
ances Diuguid Dr. Also 1
station, 1 tanning bed, all easy cleaning. Reasonably
TRUMPET $150
Now taking applications for
programmable, 3 termibr studios near campus.
supplies
and
furnishings
767-0850
priced.
527-2532
full time employment.
nals, 1 cash draw, 3 pnntColeman
RE. 759-4118.
included.
$7500.
753-1682 14' Coleman
Please apply in person
Canoe. $225. ers used 1 1/2 yrs.
260
1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
or 435-4667
409 Sunbury Circle.
8- Sq White D/L. Vinyl Datasym model 2020 cash
Mobile Horne Lots For UM
two blocks from MSU low
Monday-Thursday
Siding $250. 4- 24x60" register w/ drawer, used 1
SAM-5PM
income, clean 436-5685
COMpliteni
Window units $100. All. yr. 270-753-2334 ask for LOTS for sale
Friday 8AM-2PM.
Starting a 18R. Apt. Clean
and nice
Small Wood stove. $25. Calvin
$5,000 759-0757
DRIVER TRAINEES
with appl including W/D
DELL 320SLi Laptop corn
Small refngerator. $60.
WORD
processor
6
yrs
old
270
NEEDED NOW!
No pets!
puter w/ external floppy
759-1799.
w/ owner manual $200
Werner needs entry level drive. $500. Dell 333/s/L
Rooms For Soho
Call 270-753-9841 or
truck drivers. No experi- Computer w/monitor and 1997, 98, 99 Retired TY Diaper Genie never been
436-5496.
Beanie
used
Babies.
$10
Call
753270-365-13
52
ence necessary. Earn dct matrix printer. $300.
1985 14x70 Fleetwood 1BR., all
appliances.
5318.
$600.-$800. per week plus Canon
2br, 1 bath 2 porches, al University $325/mo.
Fax210
fax
1 yr
Inch
25
Color Console T.V.
benefits and get home machine. $100. Motorola
appliances, outbuilding lease+ deposit, no pets.
Applierma
weekly and during the Bag phone. $40. HP 600C Medium Oak cabinet. $25.
Call 759-5911, leave mes- 1br., furnished downtown
Call 527-1511.
week in many areas. No Inkjet
ALMOND Electric stove sage
printer
(needs
(upstairs) $255/mo. lyr
CDL? 15 day CDL training repair). $25. 2-LXI VCR's 3BR. mobile home. Full Black front, self cleaning 1992 14x80 3br, 2 bath. lease+ deposit,
no pets.
program available. Call (need repair) $20. Compaq basement, garage on 1 1/2 oven. $100. 492-8808.
C/H/A, large kitchen, appli- 2br., furnished downtown.
today 1-800-242-7364.
13" monitor. $25. Labtec acre lot. 167 Wilkins Dr. GE Washer & Dryer. ances. Utility room & w/d. (upstairs). $285/mo. 1yr
LCS 1016 stereo computer 436-5570 Les Johnston.
DUTCH Essenhaus
Natural gas, can be Storm windows, electric lease+ deposit, no pets.
is now accepting applica- speakers. $25. Compaq A/C window unit, C/H/A changed to other gas with pole & satellite dish. 2br., stove, refrigerator, w/d
stereo computer speakers. unit. Dishwasher, old wal- kit. $200. for pair. Call 753- Presently on rented lot. hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
tion.Apply in person
$10. Call 270-436-2385.
nut mantel. Ken Holland 7241
Call 753-8347 after 7p.m.
1674 St. At. 121N
north of town. $285/mo 1yr.
prints. Call 753-8989.
KELLERS
1992 FLEETWOOD. 3br, 2 lease+ deposit, no pets.
COMPUTER PLACE.
CAMELBACK Love seat.
bath. All appliances, C/H/A. 753-4937 8-5 M-F.
New Hardware, Software,
Very nice, beige/ blue.
Underpinning. Excellent
Upgrades & Free
$200. firm. 759-1217.
condition. $15,500. 753NEW Shipment!
Estimates. Mid West
1682 or 435-4667.
COMPLET
E
Bedroom
set
All sofas, loveseats, reclinBABYSITTER Wanted in
Internet. On 121S.
with mattress. 18,000 btu ers, bedding, and all 1993 Atlantic home 14x52.
our home. Non smoker. M2BR Duplex. $375/ mo
436-5933.
air conditioner, more misc. instock merchandise on Partial furnished. Comes
Th. 7:30-3:00. 753-4591
759-4406
All
like
with
new.
767-0508.
air
conditioner
, tires,
References required.
sale! We will save you
2BR
Mon-Sat.
Near
MSU. $325,
and axles. Vinyl skirting.
DARKROOM equipment. money!
water furnished. Coleman
Visa/ Mastercard.
Phone
901-247-30
75.
$400. Everything you need
No
Carraway Furniture
RE. 759-4118.
answer, leave message.
to develop pictures Call
105 N. 3rd
Tern. 270-382-2164
1994 Fleetwood 16x80 2BR, 1st floor apt. Dining
753-1502
with landscaped acre lot room, sunroom, w/d, near
DELTA 16" vanable speed
$38,000 753-0902 please hospital. Separate utilities,
scroll saw. Newly, hardly
credit for cleaning. 1 year
leave message
used. Call Tern 270-382lease, last month free.
2164.
1997
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
FLEETWOOD.
providing quality healthcare in Western
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with $550. furnished. $500.
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
10x12 storage building. Set unfurnished. Call 435the following job openings.
up in Fox Meadows 4272.
$17,500. Call 759-1629 2BR, Near MSU. New carULTRASONOGRAPHER:
after 5p.m If no answer, pet, paint & wallpaper.
INA•er of I aotii‘
Part time position. Graduate of an approved
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
leave message.
school of Radiologic Technology with 2
.ire you an experienced parent?
28R Rent to Own Riviera $275. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
years experience. Applicant should be
Courts
Grogan Court
II
help
so.
us
a
help
child
need.
Children
in
arc
Ui
2BR.
Coleman
duplex.
RE
Stove &
759-4118
Registered with the American Registry of
renil wailing for sale. caring foster homes. Whether
1981 Gilbrator. 14x70. refrigerator. 5 minutes N. of
Radiographic Technologists and Diagnostic
. oti're a homemaker. farmer. doctor or Ian
$250/deposit
3Br., 2 bath, refrigerator, Murray.
Medical Sonographers.
can make a difference to a child. Become a rioter pargas stove, dishwasher, $275/rent. 489-2918.
ent unit Necco Therapeutic hosier Care ttid.i C/H/A $8,000 0130. Call 413R, 2 bath. Available now,
For details contact:
child is %% ailing. for :kilnr lose and :111Clinon.
MURRAY
489-2641.
Diuguid Drive, Also 4br
Human Resources
CALUMAY
3BR., 2 bath mobile home townhouse. Coleman RE.
(2701762-1106
ItirriArio
w/ extra mobile home 759-4118.
COUNTY
Lqual Opportmly
hook-up on approximately
AVAILABLE immediately
Lrnplo,..cr
HOSPITAL
4 acres of land. 753-5086.
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
'loll
Free
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
Wilson Real Estate
bedroom handicap accesI osier Parents reeeise up to sl.1045
mouth leinihtie4..
sible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
VERY Nice 1997
ti.f Catil Chad rt;t:ediii Ifh-lt 1101114:.
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Fleetwood. 3br, 2 bath.
Phone 759-4984.
,Utility room, 10x12
I I) m I (1),..„ \ysOrr VII •
Equal Housing
front deck, 12x16 back
Opportunity
deck. 270-527-5282 or
DUPLEX. 2Br. 1909-B
270-527-9587.
has openings in the following
Westwood Dr. Lease. No
positions:
pets. $360. plus deposit.
753-8002.
SERVICE TECHNICIAN
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
2BR, 2 bath. New carport
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
freshly painted. 3 miles house. W/D, furnished,
NUR c•NG
HOKAt
near
MSU. 753-1252
East of Murray. $260
APPRENTICE INSTALLERS
month plus deposit. No before 5pm,753-0606 after
pets. Yard work included. 5pm.
•• AVAILABLE BENEFITS ••
NOW available- 1 br apartCall 270-623-6314.
ment, furnished and paid
Retirement Plan
3BR, 11/2 bath $275/ utilities.
Prefer certified but will train.
Lease and deposit
Medical Insurance
month 753-6012
required. Near downtown.
Full or Part-time.(7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts).
Vacation Pay
MOBILE Homes For rent No pets. 436-2755.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Quiet country setting Call
Holiday Pay
RED OAKS APTS.
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
474-8027
Special
Please apply in person, pick up
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
$100 Deposit
application at
No pets. 753-9866.
1BR From $280
plan, Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
2BR From $325
802 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY.
Tuition reimbursement. Competitive salary
Call Today!
hDs Home Lois For Rent
753-8181
753-8668.
with 2% increase after successful

H E-A -

I- -1 1

NECC7

(877) 444-3091

RANDY THORNTON
HEAT & AIR

WestView

NURSING ASSISTANTS:

LEDuRRGER
LEMD
A\ & TIMES
Advertising Sales

completion of 90 days.
Contact Cathleen Haley, RN,
@ 762-1591. EOE
270-7674550
1401 SOUTH 16Th STREET• MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfor the
right individual to fill an advertising representative full-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting new
people, are highly-motivated and energetic and
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working with established local accounts, as well as developing new
business accounts in a rapidly growing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.
Interested individuals should send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employment Employer

P

1/2 acre. $100/mo. 753
6012.

LOT For Rent 753-9866
TRAILER Pad for rent in
Country. Hwy 280. 1/2
miles off 121S. Fenced 3
sides circle drive. Water,
electric, sewer ready.
Septic ready. $125/ month.
Call 436-2388.

WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1&2 br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

For Rent
2BR & 3br.
753-4109

WestView
NURSING

...OPAL

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
Licensed with the Kentucky Board of
Nursing. Full time 3-11 shift. Competitive
salary with shift differential.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins.
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare; Tuition
Reimbursement;
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley. RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591 or pick up application. EOE

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

2BR.. 1 bath, utility, large
detached garage. spacious
landscaped lot. 2 miles out
on Hwy. 121 S. $435/ mo
753-8251.
3BDRM brick, in county
02

RENTED

FORREST VIEW
APA RTMENTS
1213 N. IMlist.
Now accepting applications for 2 Br.
townhouses, bask rent $311.5/inonth.
()Bice hours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. \if m.-Fri.

270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

Call 753-1970
.fili fi..11•1111 (1111,111Milk

es
all

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Houses For Rent
38R
House
nea
University Stove, retngera
tor, C/H/A, w/d hook up
$535/mo
1yr
lease,
deposit No pets
753-4937 M-F, 8-5
38R, 1.5 bath C/H/A, Low
utility bills 14 mile from
KY Lake 15 minutes to
Murray $475+ deposit 2
references 606-441-9971
after 5p m
3BR, 2 bath brick house
C/H/A, fenced backyard
convenient location in
town $550/ month Would
also sell if interested
(Available September 1st)
759-9246

410
&Supplies
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale'
August 5th & 6th
Executive Inn, Paducah
Great Deals On Birds
Toys & Cages
901-878-1307
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
Puppies
PEKINGESE
Solid white and Brown &
white AKC Registered
$200 436-5995

9TH St
3br 2 bath $495/mo
+ security No dov
270-474-2520
EXECUTIVE Home at
2210 Gatesborough. 3br, 2
bath. LR, FR with fireplace.
Sun
room,
garage,
extremely nice. No pets.
1yr lease, references,
deposit. 753-8220, 615748-3608.
HOUSE
rent.
for
Panarama Shores. 3br., 1
bath. C/H/A $395/mo. 7595073

Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

EASTSIDE

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
Bldgs. #833, R69
B90, C25, C35
& C49

LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

17

FOR SALE SIGN
NOT ATTRACTING
ATTENTION?

MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

Place an ad with...
MURRAY

for

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

STORAGE

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

DRESS
FOR LESS
With the Classifieds!
Spring for an entire
wardrobe or unload
last Spring's wardrobe
in our Classified
pages. Check under
"Garage ' Yard Sales"
and
"Used Merchandise".

2BR, 1 bath Brick 2 ca
garage Deck, pool, 2 out
buildings
1
acre
Coldwater area $62,000
489-6182
2BR., 1 bath, carport
detached garage, 2 acre
landscaped lot 2 miles out
on 121S Possible owner
financing $49.900. 7538251

Property located off of Hwy 3BR, 2 bath Brick Located
94E onto Hwy 1551 Old next to Murray High
Shiloh Rd Redbud Lane & School Fenced yard. 11/2
proposed new Hwy 80 For car garage
$125.000
more information please Financing available Call
view property review post- 759-1693
ed data, then please call
3BR
2 Bath
C/H/A,
270-441-2253.
Master
bath.
has
12 acres for sale in
Whirlpool Sun room, 32ft
Kirksey 759-0289
front porch, patio privacy
after 6 00 pm
fenced perennial garden
with water pond 2 car
garage, 7 miles North of
Murray
753-1967

0lictir
ol441

rtogSP'—goo'
'

Your Ad
Could
WANT ADS
WORK
Be Here!
MOVING SALE

3YR Oio Home :with 29
acres, Over 3200sq ft 4br,
31r2 bath, basement 6 5
miles West of Benton
$274,000 270-527-2908
AFFORDABLE 3br, 2 bath
house at 1804 Greenbriar
Nice lot with trees & fenced
backyard Call
753-3903 after 4p m to
see anytime Possession
with deed
REDUCED
BEAUTIFUL New Home
Southwest Villa
3 bedroom, 3 bath,
huge family/game room
3800 sq ft , fireplace,
gas heat
753-5024

7.00arnOPEN
Daily
2 00pm New 3br. 21/2 bath
home at 1306 Fleetwood
in Campbell Est
Dr
2300sq ft 'plus an additional 1000sq ft. walk out
basement that can be finished out for extended
family or teenagers Cali
753-3903 after 4p.m

S..S/F7E&E)

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

UNFINISHED
Country
Cottage
Rustic
Oak
Framed, post & beam On
1 acre, built 1996 Best
offer over 37K Call
489-6108

WE SHOW YOU
•IOWA loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

For Sale By Owner

-Thursday, August 3•op.,
".
.
Murray Store and Lock
US Highway 641 N., Murray. Just north of Shoney's Inn
Every item will be auctioned: Antiques and personal property
A few of the items include: Dunham and son I 800s square grand piano
• anniversary editions of Variety magazine • old books • some high school
and college text (performing arts) • lots of high school and university
annuals • old oil lamps • school desk • bedroom furniture • wooden hook
shelves • theater manuscripts • wooden card table • wooden stool • two
metal file cabinets • metal shelves. All this and much more.
Terms and Conditions: l'avrnent in full tirr
auction.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker

"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149• Hazel, KY •(270)492-87%

5163 Airport Rd.,Almo, KY
Newer built home - 1996, two story, with vinyl
siding, three hedroohls, 2.5 baths,formal living
mi., dining rm., family rm., two car garage,
2600 sq. ft. under roof, situated on 2.0 acres.
Call for an appointment

Not responsible for accidents
nnouncentents It) of sale take precedence o%er all printed material

(270) 489-2052

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

PAINTERS

Wells Painting Co. c--- -Lamb Brothers
`7-r1-11 Tree Service
906 Cherry Corner Rd • Murray, KY 42071

--T)270-436-2269

1-800-821-6907

Interior • Exterior
Commercial • Residential
Pressure Washing

LICENSED & INSURED
(,,

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Seri ici

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & stump
Pti it 1 I_thOu
Remora!

(270) 753-4832
(270) 376-2863

Nick Wells, Owner
Dave Warsow, Owner

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializoig Irl ClAStom Workmanship
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

Metal Roofing
for houses,

barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Serving The Area For 27 Years

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

753-6895

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

Flooring

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
By CERTIFIED STAFF

HIE SMITH CARPET

HOME
FURNISHINGS

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

•Cement Boards
Grouts II Mortars

Ton,

ZHf
Tili
ROCAR

RC
-140V

Toylor
Rd

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Firs: 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

Business On A Budget? '177,77=Z7;
Moving—
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every

Call 753-1 916 For Details

—4

Mumly
fr
•

•
Miry 641- lin map toult1
Kmqhfs
Trflot Rd
Mars4. KY IRktd ISCO Yards
I ric1HV • ClOOMONV1-1 • -1 A'Ji A • 1111 diNOD • 3111. Diirtv833

753-7728

KEN-LAKE WELDERS
Fabrication
Shop Repairs

0

3

Phone (270)759-4734

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•InstaII braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
'Install moisture barriers

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

a

YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELPHI
Protect your asphalt from gas. oil.
sun, oxidation. water penetration,
and mans other harmful factors
that rob sour asphalt of itself'

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed de Insured

Bring to us or we'll
come to you.

iirrrfloroen

With Age And That Is Why

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

270-767-0731

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
GuARANTEL ON MA

DOM.
WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE 10! %fa%

*Luke Lamb

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-minth4,si e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
Ccrf:riff/ TVA Heat Pump Contra, io,

•

Asphalt Does Not Improve

Owner & Operator

•

—

Dasid Borders

P/us...all other home improvements

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

Visit Our Showroom Today

Homes
'Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

SERATICES 4IFFIERLEICO

Shopper for only $205.

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Experience?

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing "Mobile

•••

day for a month - including

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4

WIC DO!Over 34 Years

"We Specialize in Cleaning

David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

*DECK RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

David's Cleaning
Services

HOME 111111PRONTEMEIS4ICS

LAKE LAND PAINTING

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

753-1916.
Murray
Ledger &
Times

LAKE View Home with
boat slip Lovely neighborhood enjoys own marina,
clubhouse & park Expertly
maintained & decorated
All
appliance
carpet
C/I-1 A less than 2 years
old Priced in low 580's
Call Kopperud Realty 7531222 MLSN 3001952

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
7 a.. - 4 p.m.
175 West Dr.
94E - Behind East Y Grocery
Refrigerator, dinette, bedroom suite,
sports cards, clothes, ladders, metal
tables, plants, t.v. stand, weight bench
with weights, mirrors, wheelbarrow and
lots of misc.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

To plwar a Cariferd ad
of row own ear

For Ws

L_ASS/F7EL:›

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

15 Years Experience
119 Main • 753-6266

11 TRACTS OF LAND
712 Acres per tract

Lots For Si.

UKC fiat Terrier. 41/2 mo.
old. Almost completely
housebroken
To good
home only. Call 759-9215,
ask for Ellen or leave message.

MINIATURE horses
sale 270-376-5534

Acreage

812 Whitrtell

POMERANIAN For stud
Tea Cup, good
AKC
Pedigree 436-2334

tkxnas For Sato

100 ACRES Near Irvin
Cobb Resort Has 4500sq
tt brick home 4 years old
CRP, lots of wild life Call
877-527-8240, Ext. 233
Leave message

l'hurs., Aug. 3
6 p.m.

12 miles east on
94E to 404
Highland Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - ?
Furniture, old
records, clothes,
too many to list.

SHELTIE Puppies AKC
3BR. C/H/A. 1yr. lease
(Toy Collies) Sable &
$4751 month. 753-9636.
white. 270-354-8211.
4BR, 1 bath. 2 miles from
Registered Shih-Tzu
AKC
MSU Compact but CUTE
house. With Central gas puppies Shots & wormed.
H/A, washer, dryer, dish- Ready to go last of July
washer. appliances. $575/ $350 Call 901-352-2144
month. Leaser deposit. No AKC Shih-Tzu. Males &
females, all colors, shots &
pets. 753-8734 or cell
wormed.
901-352-0037
559-2842
4BR, 2 bath C/H/A, 1 901-642-5151.
block from MSU
1yr
lease $600/ mo. 753-9636

1

PUBLIC
AUCTION

HUGE
YARD SALE

460

4/11/ansa Far Sok

Public Auction
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emo2.P:

270-759-2288

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call Us

270-759-1953
Ansithalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

%ith 21 f'eari Experience In
The
fru/14w\

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide Call
Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.
1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

-Inv"

PAGE 16

PRICE REDUCED!
Immediate Possession
Outstanding 2 story home
4br, 21/2 bath 1520
Canterbury 436-5922

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1983 MAZDA B2000 Long
bed pick up Low mites, no
rust, excellent condition
Call John 762-4893 or 4362444

PRICE Reduced!
3br. 2 bath in city Owner
relocating 753-4549

1990 GMC ton 4 wheel
drive. 8 lug wheel, loaded
Good condition $6500
767-0992
519-5469
1995 Ford Flairside red,
94,xxx miles Real sharp!
1981 HONDA CD 750
$7800. 489-6226.
Custom, 16,283 miles All
new charging system 1996 Chevy Silverado Ext.
Good bike Asking $1,000 cab 1 owner Like new
354-6122, leave message 32,000 miles Loaded w/
305 753-8317
1999 HONDA Foreman,
88
MAZDA 82200. Auto,
400. 4x4, hunter green
Low hours. Take over pay- ext. cab. Sharp! Priced to
sell. 753-0967.
ments. 270-492-6446.

81 Honda bike $900 OBO. 97 Dodge Ram 1500_ V-8
Magnum. 13,000 actual
767-0922
miles. Like new. 753-0114.

f

ligellitilIty Vehicles

Campers

1986 CHEVY Blazer 4x4

High mileage but runs 1985 Spartan 32ft. w/ 8f1.
good. Auto, with A/C slide out. Good condition.
$5000.
51995. Call 436-2910
767-0992
519-5469.

1

4211
Sport Utility Vehicles
1997 Ford Explorer XLT
4x4, 4dr., A/C, PS, PL, PW,
V-6, auto. Running boards,
privacy glass. Am/Fm cassette CD. 26,xxx miles.
Bumper to bumper warranty available to 2003 and/ or
100,xxx miles. $16,000
Call 759-9923 days 7599630.
93 Jeep Wrangler Nice
753-3042 leave message

compere
1996 25' Jayco w/slide
Call 753-0765

& Motors
16' INVADER. (Fiberglass
$200. 489-2908.

1988 CHEETAH. 191/2 ft
V-6 Merc- Inboard Motor
1992 GMC Jimmy SLE, $5700 Excellent condition
4.3, 4WD. Auto, CD, Air, Call 753-9237
PW, PL. leather, 165K. 1996 VIP Vision. 18ft,
Runabout. 3.0L Mercruiser.
$4,250 753-7727
I/O, low hours, power trim.
condition.
Excellent
Used Care
Includes trailer & cover.
$9500. obo. 270-437-4462
1955 TOYOTA Corolla.
1999 90hp Evinrude. Still
68.xxx miles. Front end
under warranty. Must sell.
damage. $700. obo. Call
753-0123(work)
753-6098.
759-1525(home)
1988 HONDA Accord LXI
$1800 obo 270-354-9969
1990 CADILLAC DeVille
High miles, but looks &
runs great 382-3925
1990 GRAY Toyota Celica
ST 97,500 miles $2900
759-0345
1991 PLYMOUTH Acclaim
4dr, auto, air, excellent
condition $1750
759-9568
Sedan
1993 Cadillac
Deville Mint condition.
Gray with burgundy leather
interior. Loaded. 753-0114.

Services Offered

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
& • Finished.
Workmanship.
Quality
Rates
1993 FORD Probe. Looks Affordable
& runs good. A/C, sunroof, Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
p/w, p/I. Cassette, $3700.
obo 270-382-2989.
ADAM'S Home
1993 MAZDA MX-3. 91,xxx
Improvements
miles. Runs perfect, red,
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks
cd player. Firestone tires
489-2839
No job too small.
437-3192
1995 GRAND PRIX SE
3100, V-6. Loaded, clean, AFFORDABLE Hauling,
109,xxx miles $5800. Call tree work, cleaning out
759-9667
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
1996 Honda Accord LX
759-3568.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
1996 PONTIAC Grand AM.
Finish.
White, power options,
18Yrs experience.
excellent condition. 551<
New Construction •
miles. $7200. 753-7366.
Remodeling*
Repairs*
1998 MERCURY Grand
Custom Cabinets*
Marquis LS. Excellent
Concrete Work. AGC
Condition. 753-0248.
Certified.
2000 FORD Taurus SE.
435-4272.
New body style Loaded,
Carpentry,
V-6. 27,xxx miles. Hunter ALL
Electrical.
Home building,
Green. $14,900.
additions,
remodeling.
270-247-5265.
Rotten floors, sagging
93 Cougar XR7- Power roofs. Home & Mobile
everything, leather trim repair,
siding.
vinyl
interior, new tires. A/C. References. Call Larry
53500. 080 753-0278
Nimmo.
94 Maxima. Pearl Beige. 753-9372, 753-0353.
118,000. Still nice car.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
$5400 00 753-4437.
Travis Asphalt
96 Lincoln Town Car. Like
Sealing
new 514,900
*Driveways
270-924-9769
*Parking lots
Lincoln Town Car Like
•Stnping
new $19,500
FREE ESTIMATES
270-924-9769
753-2279
97 silver Taurus Excellent
condition All power, keyless door entry. $6350
436-2682 anytime .
0,

Vans
f995 DODGE Caravan

One owner, good condi
lion. Low mileage_ Call
759-5238 or 753-2905.

ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS:
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles,
gutters, painting, plumbing,
electrical, vinyl, shower
doors, brick & block work.
No job too small! 7537416.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we paint
houses. Phone:
436-5759 or 753-2388.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

753-5827

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping'removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
bed
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

F011t 5ALLE

HOROSCOPES

Cell phone rudeness
angers Americans
(AP) - The atmosphere was
cozy inside the elegant San Antonio club and the jazz singer was
crooning love ballads.
Then a cell phone rang. To the
dismay of performer Ken Slavin,
the patron not only answered the
phone - but shushed the singer
so he could take the call.
On a San Francisco Bay ferry,
where "Cell Phone Free Zone" signs
are posted, a woman gossiped loudly on her phone.
"Hey lady," a fellow rider piped
up. "I think I speak for the rest
of the passengers here when I say
that we don't care to hear about
the intrigues of your office, so
please either finish your call or
go outside."
The woman stormed out - to
applause.
As cellular or mobile phones proliferate rapidly, with more than
100 million U.S. users and counting, so do complaints about cell
phone rudeness.
"No Cell Phones" signs are popping up all over. Restaurants, theaters, libraries, museums and doctors' offices have banned the
devices.
It's no wonder actor Laurence
Fishburne became something of a
hero for bellowing at a cell-toting
spectator during a Broadway play
last year: "Will you turn off that
(expletive) phone, please?"
-People on the street jabbering
away, in restaurants, in public toilets for heaven's sake!" complained
New Yorker Judy Walters.
She's not joking. According to

an industry-sponsored telephone
survey conducted in March by
Wirthlin Worldwide, 39 percent of
those polled said they would answer
a cell phone call in the bathroom.
Nokia Corp. took part in Cell
Phone Courtesy Week in San Diego
in July, handing out "Quiet Zone"
stickers to businesses. Mayor Susan
Golding started the campaign after
73 percent of nearly 5,300 people
responding to a question on her
Web site said they favored restricting cell phones in public places.
You don't have to look longdistance to find evidence of the
public's aggravation level:
- Doctors at a Toronto hospital report treating both mobile
phone
talkers
and
irritated
bystanders for black eyes and even
a cracked rib after eruptions of
"cell phone rage."
- A Chicago train commuter
publicly urged other passengers to.
do what he does when cell phone
yakkers push his button: whip out
a notebook, lean closer and exaggeratedly take notes of the conversation.
Then there's the separate safety issue of people using hand-held
phones in cars. Several communities have banned the use of cell
phones while driving.
National Public Radio's popular Car Talk program, whose hosts
rail against cell-phoning drivers, has
given away 60,000 "Drive Now,
Talk Later" bumper stickers since
last September. "The response has
taken us by surprise," said staffer
Doug Mayer.

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

Tr.p; hriJc,

Garr Ke.

WORLD

BRANDON

Call Us!

Hwy.121
Bypass

(270) 753-5315

Murray, KY

SIZir

Jam ksbro.

Hiciaa

(800) 455-5315

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Aug.
3, 2000.
Make a financial plan early this year and
follow it. You will be much more carefree if you handle the necessities in an
organized fashion. You will have an
unusual opportunity to socialize, network and spread your wings Don't settle; go for what you want. You enjoy
your day-to-day life more than ever.
You'll likely make a major purchase that
will make every day a little more exciting. If you are single, meeting people
proves to be easier than ever Others
seem too good to be true. Check out new
fnends carefully before allowing a relationship to develop. If you are attached,
the two of you weave a romantic web
that entwines you. Allow feelings to
flow. Share the magic of your relationship with fnends LIBRA understands
you. Stars Show the Kind of 4
Day
113You'll
tv e;
The
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You could be entrenched in figuring out a money matter Make an effort to
socialize and network more. Feeding
your work comes in many different
forms. Allow more variety, and you will
enjoy your professional life more. Others
reveal what they haven't been saying.
Tonight: Say yes.
(A p u2r0- ay 20)T
RL
!
4S*
*A*
U*
cr
surges.
Your M
Others seek you out. They want feedback. Your personality comes off as a little more stubborn than usual. A boss
means well, but he has an odd way of
directing your energy and attention.
Focus on getting the job done_ Tonight:
Treat another to dinner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your mind works overtime.
You could be unusually tired and withdrawri. Carefully think through family
decisions. Use your imagination with
work. Your resourcefulness always puts
you a step ahead of others. Explore ideas
on the computer or with a brainy pal.
Tonight: Get a head start on the weekend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Make calls early, when others
seem more responsive to your energy.
Try as hard as you can to calculate a
money matter. Don't worry so much
about a personal matter. A trusted partner
stretches and finds a solution. Tonight:
Put your feet up.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use a strong hand when dealing
with finances. You understand what is
needed at work. Another does defer.
Expenment with different communication techniques later in the day. You intuitively know how to move another and
get him to change his position. Tonight:

•Dr(veways
*Patios
•Sidewalks
•Free estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.

What's Your Bank
DoneFor You Lately?

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

GEE.

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

YE Tow
SF FEES?
SWITCH NAME
CHANGE ACCOUNTS?

ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or Just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured_
Dick* Farley. 759-1519.

Fme Column
FREE
Kittens
Yellow
Tabby & Dark Gray. 7594893

FREE
,
PALLETS

Maybe It's Time To Chan Banks!

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

Switch
Now
/3iirette1cay

making your head spin with all the changes? They promise "no
change Then it's "changesfor convenience." But whose convenience? The Murray
Bank is still your community bank! Hometown bankers with a passion for

is your bank

and your
firs:t
250 checks arc

helping families and businesses achieve their
financial goals. Face to face. One on one. If
/

FREE! /

your bank is changing-AGAIN- maybe
it's time you change banks.

Change to The Murray Bank.

1995 Ford F-150 XLT
Ext. cab, 2 wheel drive, auto., air,
power locks, seats & windows,
leather seats, Mark Ill Conversion,
5.8 L.

1-901-247-3756

Return a menu s call
1
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 2
**** Avoid another's negativity, you
don't need to start your day like that.
Indulge and treat yourself to a new item
that will make you feel good. Work flows
on an Intuitive level. Listen to a co-worker, but understand the true message
behind his words_ Tonight: Do only what
you want to do.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Steer clear of the negative personality in your life. Your personality
radiates. You allow others to express
their creativity and imagination. Draw
others together. Network. Brainstorm.
Spread good news and allow others to
celebrate with you. Tonight It's your
call.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Use the morning to move a key
project. The sooner you get moving, the
more successful you will be. Ask questions. Your investigations might not be
complete for several days. Explore the
Internet. The boss gives you a strong
sense of direction. Don't negate his
advice. Tonight: Answer backed-up mail.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Others dump their problems
on you. You know how to clear out what
they can't. Your work brings you to others' attention. Seize the moment and
direct your energy toward key goals. You
know exactly what to say to a loved one
who might be frayed at the collar.
Tonight: Celebrate. It's almost the weekend.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A child or loved one delays
your workday - if not physically, certainly mentally. Take charge, especially
when your finances are in question. Ask
for what you feel is right. Recognize that
others could see you as extremely matenalistic..Tonight: In the limelight!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Designate quality time for an
important partner. You might not have
the control you want with this person.
Don't get uptight; just go with the flow.
Call an attorney if you're questioning a
legal matter. Find experts when you're
not sure of yourself. Tonight: Rent a
movie.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others seek you out. You
might find it difficult to concentrate and
do what you want to get done. Relate to
others on a one-on-one level. You know
exactly how to make a partner happy.
Use your instincts with finances as well.
Check out an investment that adds to
your domestic life. Tonight: Be with your
best friend.
BORN TODAY
Actor Jay North (1951), decor maven
Martha Stewart (1941), actor Steve
Martin (1945)

CONCRETE Finishing

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system, FREE: Male cat to a good
drive-ways, hauling, foun- home. 759-9215.
dations, etc 436-2113
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Free estimates All work
guaranteed Call 753-1308
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 2000

Low Poocorn

Murray Bank
How Banking Should Be

SCHOOL DAYS If0S4-35
K IRK SLY

Look who's still
nifty at
t)

The

Cr Equal Housng Lender•Member FDIC

1000 Wharrell • Murray

Ify • 210 153 5626

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
No good screener for liver cancer
DEAR DR. GOT?: After having suffered right-sided rib pain for several
months, my 60-year-old father was
finally diagnosed with liver cancer. Is
there a test that should be performed
periodically to identify such conditions before they become serious
problems?
DEAR READER: Unfortunately, no.
Pain is often the first sign of cancer
and deserves a thorough medical
evaluation in any patient. However, by
the time a malignancy causes pain,
the tumor may have already spread or
grown to the pointWhere treatment is
not satisfactory, only palliative.
Cancer of the liver is such a tumor.
Difficult to treat at best, painful liver
malignancies are almost always a
serious problem; the discomfort indicates that the cancer has spread to
the liver covering or to the surrounding tissues.
Therefore, while I understand your
frustration about your father's
predicament, I suspect that unless the
cancer had been diagnosed before he
had pain, little could have been done
to alter the cause of his illness. Worse,
there is no screening test that should
have been employed.
Early diagnosis of malignancy
greatly improves the chance for cure.
This is the reason doctors try to identify patients with high-risk factors, such
as cigarette smoking, a family history
of cancer and exposure to industrial
pollutants (such as asbestos). Also,
this is the reason physicians encourage pre-menopausal women to have
Pap smears, and women over 45 to
have annual mammograms. Further,
men and women over 50 should have
periodic screening for hidden blood in
the stool, as well as sigmoidoscopy (or
colonoscopy) to check for bowel cancer.
At present, there is no test that will
consistently and effectively identify
cancer in healthy people. Rather, doctors focus their attention on high-risk
patients or on adults with a history of
fatigue, weight loss and any change in
bodily functioning. True, there are
blood tests that can indicate the presence of hidden cancers in the reproductive tract and other organs, but
these tests are not reliable or sensitive enough to discover small cancers
as part of a general screening procedure. One exception to this observation is the PSA (Prostate Specific

DEAR ABBY

Antigen) blood test for prostate cancer. It is a good screening tool and,
despite the fact that most insurance
companies (including Medicare) will
not reimburse patients for the cost of
annual or bi-annual PSA tests, I routinely order them on any male patient
over the age of 50.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
spastic colon. Nothing I do or take in
the way of medicine seems to help; I
continue to have five bowel movements a day, consisting of small, marble-sized feces. Should I pursue this
problem? r
DEAR READER: The answer
depends on how extensively the problem has been investigated to date.
Spastic colon (now termed irritable
bowel syndrome) is a diagnosis of
exclusion, meaning that other, more
serious intestinal disorders must first
be ruled out. For example, part of the
investigation should include a stool
analysis for infection, a sigmoidoscopic examination to check for polyps or
inflammation, perhaps a colonoscopy
(which is a more involved test), and
blood tests to make sure that you
don't have pancreatic or thyroid disease.
If you have not had these and other
tests, you should. If you have had
them, you need — in my opinion — a
referral to a gastroenterologist who
can confirm the diagnosis of irritable
bowel syndrome and offer advice
about how best to cope with this nuisance. IBS is a common disorder
(associated with bowel frequency,
constipation, gas and bloating) that is
related to stress in many cases. It is
not harmful to health.
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DEAR ABBY: I quit smoking
today. It may not seem like a great
accomplishment to most people, but
I'm 37 years old and have smoked
since I was in seventh grade. Like
many others, I tried for years to
kick the habit, but I guess I never
really had the proper motivation to
do it.
I was looking at some photographs I took while my family
was home last Christmas, and came
to the last picture I ever took of my
mother. We lost her just after New
Year's. It was something none of us
in the family ever expected. She had
a massive heart attack.
Burying my mother was the
toughest thing I have ever done. I
don't want my kids to see me in a
casket before I reach retirement
age. Mother had very high blood
pressure, for which she had been
treated. We thought she was doing
pretty well. Her treatment included
quitting smoking a year ago. Unfortunately for her, she quit too late.
Please remind your readers that
cancer isn't the only possible result
of smoking. Smoking can also lead
to high blood pressure that leads to
heart trouble.
SMOKE-FREE IN INDIANA
DEAR SMOKE-FREE: I offer
my sympathy for the untimely
loss of your mother. It's sad to
say, but sometimes it takes the
death of someone near and dear
to convince us that we're not
immortal. I commend you for
your decision to finally quit
smoking. If someone is looking
for a reason to quit, your letter
may provide an incentive.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Calloway County Conservation
District and Estill County Conservation District were grand award
winners in the 43rd annual Goodyear/NACD Conservation Awards
Program. Calloway district members pictured are Clifford White,
Thomas L. Armstrong, Albert Wilson, Arlo Reck, Darrell Clark,
Larry Gilbert and Larry Hale.
Births reported include a girl to
Sandra and Billy Todd, a girl to
Jane and Glenn Boars, a boy to
Jeanne and Stacey Underhill and a
girl to Jane and Bill Williams, July
27.

their husbands felt.
I have also heard women say
that their affair was the result of
not feeling important at home. If
only both spouses knew how important a little TLC is to his or her
partner, there might be more lasting marriages. Abby, please warn
your readers 'n'ot to take their
spouses for granted. Their partners
should never feel they are at the
bottom of the priority list.
HAPPILY MARRIED HUSBAND
DEAR HAPPILY MARRIED:
While doing your research, you
picked up valuable information
about the demise of many marriages: When children arrive,
it's a given that life becomes
busy and complicated. However, couples must make finding
time for each other a priority.
Both spouses need to remember
that one day "the kids" will fly
the nest, and for a marriage to
survive, it must be infused with
the necessary nutrients — love,
attention and respect, to name
a few.

Twenty years ago
Published are pictures of the
sidewalk sale in downtown Murray.
This is one of the promotions sponsored by Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, associate
superintendent of public instruction
in Kentucky Department of Education, Frankfort, will speak at the
summer commencement at Murray
State University Aug. 8 at 2 p.m. at
Lovett auditorium. Hunter had
served in various campus posts for
23 years including 15 years as a
dean, before he left in January for
Frankfort.

axe

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send •
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 63.96 ($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby's "Keepers," P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 81054.0447.
1Postage is included.)

Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of workers
resurfacing the tennis courts at the
Murray City Park. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Gene
McCutcheon.
Pfc, Gary D. Lamb, son of Mildred Dodd and the late U.S. Lamb,
is serving with 120th Transporta-

eta

DEAR ABBY: A fifth couple in
our circle of friends recently ended
their marriage. When I asked the
husbands what happened, each said
much the same thing: "When we
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lion Unit of U.S. Army in Cam
Thu, South Vietnam
Murray Little League All Stars
beat Henderson 9 to 7 in the Regional Baseball Tournament
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. Bazzell,
July 21; twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
John Cathey, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Walker and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Contri, July 27.
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County 4-H leaders and members who won honors at the Western Kentucky 4-H Club Camp at
Dawson Springs. Pictured are Barletta Wrather, home agent, S.V.
Foy, county agent, Alice Like, junior leader, and Linda Henry, Shirley Stubblefield, Marita Evans.
Mary Beth Bazzell, Cynthia Ezell,
Don Spiceland and Jerry Lassiter,
members.
Tommy Shirley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Shirley, has enlisted in
the U.S. Navy for three years. He is
now stationed at Great Lakes, Ill.
Fifty yetirs ago
The Kentucky Department of
Health announced today that 104
new cases of polio had been reported throughout the state during
July.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Mardis,
July 29; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brooks, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse R. Thompson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Rhoades,
July 30; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Caldwell and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Collins, July 31.

TODAY IN HISTORY

were first married, I was the most
important person in my wife's life.
With each child, my place was shifted farther and farther back until I
South dealer
West then led the ten of spades,
felt totally forgotten."
ruffed by declarer. By this time, he
These husbands told me that North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
had lost three tricks. South then
"neglect" made them vulnerable to
4 Q J6
misguessed which way to take the
someone who did show them some
✓ 10 9 7 3
two-way diamond finesse and went
attention. You know the rest.
• K 104
When I asked the wives what
down one.
happened, they said they didn't
K92
Defendant submitsthat he was
know — but guessed that they "just
WEST
EAST
the victim of bad luck. He says he
drifted apart and their interests •10 7 4 3
•A K 9 5
would have made the contract exchanged." None of them knew how V 6 4
V82
cept for the fact that, unluckily,
+ 972
•Q 8 6 5
East held the A-K of spades. The
41.Q 10 7 3
4tb J 6 4
court agrees with this contention.
IMO A I t
COM ICS
SOUTH
Defendant admits that he
+82
misguessed which way to take the
Ett_C0INIDIE
VAKQJ5
diamond finesse, but insists that
•A J 3
this was more or less a tossup.
+A 8 5
North, the plaintiff, accuses
The bidding:
South of misplaying the hand. He
South
West
North
East says the defendant "butchered"the
1V
2V
Pass
Pass play.He contends that South should
4,
win the first club, draw trumps and
Opening lead — three of clubs.
play the K-x of clubs. It can't matLadies and gentlemen of the ter what the opponents do next,
jury: The question before the court says North. They cannot lead a
is how declarer, seeing only the club or a diamond; if they do, the
North-South cards, should play contract automatically comes
this hand. The evidence is as fol- home.
lows: South, the defendant, got a
So let's assume West wins the
club lead. He won East's jack with third round of clubs and leads a
the ace, drew two rounds oftrump spade. East takes dummy's jack,
CATI—IN•
and led a spade to the jack. East but whatever he returns, declarer
won with the king and returned a makes the contract because East is
BRUSH YOUR METH ii1/4)
club, taken by dummy's king.
EXPERIENCE A GIDDY DA‘i 1 1150
endplayed. North insists that South
A DIfFERENT ORDER!
OF FREEDOM FROM THE
Defendant played a trump to was guilty of negligence. Members
ROLL IN THE CyRASS
HOUR?!
his hand and led aspade to dummy's of the jury, how say you, guilty or
NORM —114EN HOPSCOTCH
SLEEP ON THE OTHER
71) THE CLUBHOUSE FOR
queen. East took the ace and re- not guilty?
SIDE Of THE BED'
A RENEWING MASSAGE!
turned a club to West's queen.
The jury: Guilty as charged.
3LIMP UP AND DOWN
PART 4OUR HAIR IN
Tomorrow: A monarchial decision.
FOR NO REASON!
A O(ffERENT PLACE!
02000 Iiing Features Syndicate Inc
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amorously
13 Prepared
16 Relating to
grandparents
19 Portals
20 Encounters
22 Bridges
23 Alcoholic
beverages
25 Pnckly
26 Chops down
28 Faiths
29 Son of
Vespasian
30 Furor
31 Small prison
MOT

32 Vacationed
33 Mosquito
genus
35 Slippery
matter
38 Royal
guardsman
39 Word in title
of Gore Vidal
novel
41 'false
42 Liquid meas
44 Mr Nano
46 Spanish
article

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 2,
the 215th day of 2000. There are
151 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Ten years ago, on August 2,
1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait, seizing
control of the oil-rich emirate.
President Bush condemned the incursion as an act of "naked aggression."(The Iraqis were later driven
out in Operation Desert Storm.)
On this date:
In 1776. members of the Continental Congress began attaching
their signatures to the Declaration
of Independence.
In 1876, frontiersman "Wild
Bill" Hickok was shot and killed
while playing poker at a saloon in
Deadwood, S.D.
In 1939, Albert Einstein signed
a letter to President Franklin Roosevelt urging creation of an atomic
weapons research program.
In 1943, a Navy patrol torpedo
boat, PT-l09, commanded by Lt.
John F. Kennedy, sank after being
sheared in two by a Japanese destroyer off the Solomon Islands.
(Kennedy was credited with saving
members of the crew.)
In 1945, President Truman, Soviet leader Josef Stalin and British
Prime Minister Clement Attlee concluded the Potsdam conference.
One year ago: Launching another salvo in a war of nerves with
rival
iwan. China announced it
had test fired a new long-range
missile. A train collision in India
claimed 286 lives.
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Hill, Paisley lead
TJ's Bar•II•Q
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
CMA nominations
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Faith Hill received eight nominations Tuesday for Country Music
Association awards, while Nashville
showed a willingness to criticize
itself by nominating the song "Murder on Music Row" twice.
Singers Lee Ann Womack and
Brad Paisley, along with the band
Lonestar, announced the nominations at a news conference at Addphia Coliseum. Winners will be
announced Oct. 4 at a ceremony
at the Grand Ole Opry House,
broadcast live by CBS.
Hits by 'Paisley and Womack
were positioned as potential big
winners. Womack's "I Hope You
Dance" and Paisley's "He Didn't
Have to Be" were nominated in
the best song, single and video
categories.
"It feels really good," Womack
said. "Even with such a great song,
you never know what's going to
happen. I've heard great songs
before that didn't sell the records
or get radio airplay or get awards
nominations."
Hill was nominated for the top
award — best entertainer — along
with her husband, Tim McGraw;
the Dixie Chicks; Alan Jackson;
and George Strait. Last year's winner, Shania Twain, was not nominated.
Hill also was nominated for
best female vocalist; vocal event
of the year for "Let's Make Love,"
a duet with McGraw; and best
album, single and video, all for
"Breathe." She could win eight
awards because as a producer, she
would get two awards if she wins
best album and single.
Hot newcomer Paisley was nominated in six categories, including
best male vocalist with Jackson.
Strait, McGraw and Vince Gill.
Paisley's other nominations were
album of the year for "Who Needs
Pictures" and the Horizon award
for career progress.
"I don't feel worthy, but I'm
honored," Paisley said. "Folks must
feel like I'm on the right track."
The biggest surprise was "Murder on Music Row." The song,
which criticizes the recent pop
music direction that Nashville has
taken, got Jackson and Strait a
nod for best vocal event. Writers
Larry Cordell and Larry Shell were
nominated for best song.
"That song hit the nail on the
head," Paisley said. "There is so
much glamour going on in Nashville
that it felt good to hear a song
come out and flat-out say, 'Look,
let's not lose the heart.-'
Nominated with Hill for best
female vocalist were Martina
McBride, Jo Dee Messina, Wornack and Trisha Yearwood.

State claims
DOE denied
access to plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
state of Kentucky is claiming the
U.S. Department of Energy illegally denied state environmental inspectors access for an hour to
cleanup operations at the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant last
month.
The state Department for Environmental Protection cited the DOE
on July 28 for the incident. The
violation occurred July 13, the
same day inspectors cited DOE for
two violations of air-pollution laws
resulting from the cleanup of
"drum mountain."
Dust was escaping from the
equipment used to shred and compact the heap of thousands of rusting. radioactive drums which are
being crushed as part of the DOE's
massive cleantrp effort at the plant.
Each violation carries a maximum penalty of $25,000 a day. No
final decision has been made on the
fines, however, and the state has
penalized the DOE only once, for
$5,000.
But the three violations do not
represent a new, get-tough approach by state regulators, said
Mark York, a spokesman for the
Natural Resources Cabinet. "We
are very much concerned with the
work that's going on there," he
said. "We want to make sure our
inspectors do have timely access."
Critics say the drums that once
contained uranium have been left in
the open for decades and rain water
has washed radioactivity off the
large pile into the environment.
The DOE, which owns the site
and hired the contractors for the
Drum Mountain cleanup, disputed
the state's claim that its inspectors
were impeded

SUBSCRIBE

Joining "I Hope You Dance,"
"He Didn't Have to Be" and
"Breathe" in the best single category were "How Do You Like Me
Now" by Toby Keith and "Buy
Me a Rose" by veteran Kenny
Rogers.
About 6,000 workers in the country music industry nominate and
vote for CMA winners. The awards
began in 1967.
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